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By Rick Pezzullo

State Assemblyman Kevin Byrne (R/
Brewster) has announced his candidacy for 
Putnam County Executive in 2022. 

The initial announcement was made in a 
letter sent out earlier last week to Republican 
and Conservative district leaders, as well 
as other Republican officials and long-time 
supporters of Byrne. A video announcing his 
campaign was later shared online. 

Incumbent County Executive MaryEllen 
Odell, who has held the seat since 2011, will 
reach her term limit next year.

“Putnam County is fortunate to have 
benefitted from some truly dedicated, hard-
working leaders in county government 
over the years, including Putnam County 

Executive Mary Ellen Odell. I appreciate 
and thank Mary Ellen for her many years of 
service as she continues to lead our county,” 
said Byrne, who represents four of the six 
towns in Putnam.

“As your Assemblyman, I’ve stood against 
the Albany establishment and its harmful 
policies, consistently fighting for a more 
affordable and accountable government 
that serves us all. Now, I’m ready to lead 
closer to home as your next Putnam County 
Executive,” he continued. “At a time when 
many of us continue to suffer the negative 
effects from the disastrous inflation forced 
on us by bad policies in Washington, D.C., 
our county needs leaders who are unafraid to 
stand up and make government work better 
for taxpayers. As county executive, I’ll work 

to make Putnam our state’s most welcoming 
county for new business and job creation; 
to lift property-tax burdens and innovate 
to make services more efficient and cost 
effective. I’ll stand up for our brave active 
military, veterans, and first responders-- 
including our police, and will continue to 
defend all our Constitutional freedoms.”

During his first term in Albany, Byrne 
was named a “rising star” by the New York 
Republican State Committee and received 
the highest conservative rating from the 
New York State Conservative Party. During 
his second term, he was similarly honored 
by the Westchester-Putnam Right to Life 
Committee with its ‘Defender of Life’ 
Award for his strong pro-life record. More 
recently he was named an Emerging Leader 
by GOPAC, a national organization founded 
by former Delaware Governor Pierre du 
Pont and championed by former U.S. House 
Speaker Newt Gingrich as the Republican 
Party’s premier center for educating and 
electing a new generation of leaders ready to 
run for higher office. 

As Assemblyman, Byrne has authored 
more than 20 bills that passed to support 
various local needs, served in state-wide 
and national leadership posts, and stood firm 
against the tax and spend culture in Albany 
by voting against every state tax increase 

that came before him. 
Prior to joining the Assembly, Byrne 

worked in healthcare administration for 
New York’s largest private multi-specialty 
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By Rick Pezzullo

A Philipstown man was sentenced to 20 
years in prison last week for killing his father 
and setting his home on fire in November 
2019.

Louis Weber IV, 21, admitted under oath 
to killing his father, Louis Weber III, 72, 
with a hammer while he slept on the couch 
on November 4, 2019 prior to using an 
accelerant that he poured on the victim’s 
body, intentionally causing their mobile 
home on 11 Second Street in Philipstown to 
go up in flames.

After putting out the fire, firefighters 
discovered the body of Louis Weber III, and 
additional investigation determined he had 
sustained blunt force injuries.

On August 23, 2020, Louis Weber IV was 
arrested and charged with manslaughter in 
the first degree and arson in the third degree. 
A year later, he pled guilty to the crimes.

Weber IV, a 2018 Haldane High School 
graduate, was sentenced by County Court 
Judge Joseph J. Spofford, Jr., who also 
imposed five years’ post-release supervision. 
The sentence was part of a plea deal reached 
by both sides.

It was revealed that Weber had stole 
$4,000 from a box in the home and was 
under the influence of cocaine for several 
days prior to the killing. Weber III was a U.S. 
Marine Corps veteran and financial adviser. 
He adopted his son from Russia when he was 
a young boy.

By Rick Pezzullo

A hockey coach from the Town of 
Southeast was charged with endangering the 
welfare of a child after allegedly striking him 
with a hockey stick during practice at the 
Brewster Ice Arena.

Marvin Minkler, 53, was arrested Oct. 
31 by Investigator Matthew Shelters of 
the Putnam County Sheriff’s Office in 
connection with the Sept. 28 incident that 
occurred at approximately 5:30 p.m.

According to the complaint, Minkler hit a 
10-year-old boy in the area of the head, neck 

and upper back with a hockey stick, causing 
the boy to be knocked off his feet and strike 
the ice.

Furthermore, Minkler allegedly never 
checked on the child’s well being but 
continued to yell and curse at him that he 
was doing the drill incorrectly.

“His actions endangered the physical, 
mental and moral welfare of the minor, 
as well as the multiple other minors that 
were present for practice on the ice,” the 
complaint states.

The Sheriff’s Office was not made aware 
of the incident until Oct. 25.

State Assemblyman Kevin Byrne

Louis Weber IV
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medical group. He also served as a regional 
director for the American Heart Association, 
deputy district director to former 
Congresswoman Nan Hayworth, member 
of the Putnam Valley Town Planning Board, 
and was an emergency medical technician 
for Westchester EMS as well as the Kent 
Volunteer Fire Department where he served 
three terms as president. 

He earned a M.P.A. from Marist College 
where he concentrated in healthcare 
administration and holds a B.A. from the 
University of Scranton where he majored in 
history and obtained dual minors in political 
science and military science leadership.

Byrne is a lifelong resident of Putnam 
County and resides in Mahopac with his 
wife, Briana (Messina) Byrne and their 
young son, Braeden.
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By Rick Pezzullo

The Putnam County SPCA Law 
Enforcement Division is investigating the 
death of a cat found with an arrow through 
its neck in the Town of Kent.

The cat, known as a stray fed by residents 
of Nimham Road, was discovered at 241 
Nimham Road in the early morning of Nov. 8. 
The cat was last seen alive two days earlier.

The SPCA responded to a call by a 
concerned resident and transported the 

deceased animal to Guardian Veterinary 
Specialists in Brewster where the arrow was 
removed and the cat was further examined. 

The cat was a non-neutered male, between 
one and two years old, domestic short haired 
and gray/white in color.

It is illegal to shoot, kill or poison feral 
cats and is a Class A misdemeanor. Anyone 
with any information on who may have killed 
the cat is asked to contact the SPCA at 845-
520-6915. Calls can remain anonymous.

If you want to know anything about 
Greek and Roman mythology, just ask Luke, 
a fourth grader at Lakeview Elementary 
School in Mahopac. 

“There’s Poseidon, the god of the sea, 
and Chronos, the god of time,” Luke said. 
“Percy Jackson is a demigod. That means 
he’s the son of a god, Poseidon, and a 
mortal.”

Luke developed his expertise by reading 
the Percy Jackson series of novels that 
he found in his class, where hundreds of 
picture books, young adult novels and non-
fiction books line the shelves. 

A classroom library stocked with high-
interest books in a range of reading levels 
is the bedrock of The Teachers College 
Reading and Writing Project, which was 
launched in kindergarten and first grades 
in the Mahopac schools in 2019. The 
workshop-style program was added to 
second and third grades last year and 
introduced in the fourth and fifth grades this 
fall.  It is now the reading curriculum for all 
grades in the district’s three elementary 
schools. 

“It was important to align the reading 
curriculum in all three elementary 
schools,” said Michael Tromblee, Assistant 
Superintendent for Curriculum, Instruction 
and Professional Learning. “Mahopac has 
made a commitment to the Reading and 
Writing Project. We’ve brought in a literacy 
coach to work with teachers, given teachers 
extra time to learn and purchased hundreds 
of books for each classroom so all students 

will have access to books that interest and 
engage them.”  

Lakeview teachers Jeanne Russo and 
Don Triebel unpacked 26 boxes of books 
last month to line the shelves in their 
classroom. 

“The students are really excited to read,” 
Russo said. “We teach them how to pick a 
book that is at their level. We want them to 
pick a book they will enjoy.” 

Instead of using a textbook that contains 
passages of books that are chosen to 
illustrate a literary concept, the children 
read whole books. That doesn’t mean they 
don’t get instruction.  

Reading time starts with a lesson on a 
topic such as character development or 
finding the main idea. Then the students 
read independently -- 20 minutes a day 
in class and 20 minutes a day at home. 
Students write about what they have read 
and teachers conference with students one-
on-one to ensure they understand what 
they are reading. At the end of each book, 
there is a comprehension test. 

At the heart of it all, however, is the 
freedom to choose their own books. 

“This is basically old school, going back 
to the way people actually read,” said 
Triebel, who has taught in Mahopac for 26 
years. “The students choose a book they 
are interested in and read the whole thing. 
Previously, we had textbooks that included 
bits and pieces from a book, not the whole 
book. It’s a different experience. This is 
about teaching the love of reading.” 

Putnam SPCA Investigating 
Death of Cat Killed by an Arrow

Classrooms Stocked with Books 
at Lakeview School in Mahopac

2
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By Martin Wilbur

Assemblyman Tom Abinanti 
(D-Pleasantville) has introduced legislation 
that would restore the name Tappan Zee to 
the Mario M. Cuomo Bridge, a move that 
he contends would properly recognize the 
history of the area.

Abinanti said last week that his proposal 
is a compromise that doesn’t eliminate the 
former governor from the official name of 
the span. The bridge, which opened in 2017, 
would be known as the Mario M. Cuomo 
Tappan Zee Bridge. At that time, then-
governor Andrew Cuomo prevailed over the 
state legislature to name the bridge after his 
father, who served as governor from 1983 
through 1994.

While there are some residents who 
believe his efforts are a waste of time, the 
longtime legislator said restoring Tappan 
Zee to the bridge’s name is one of the most 
frequent issues his office has been contacted 
about during the past few years. Most of his 
constituents want to see it officially referred 
to as the Tappan Zee, he said. 

The Westchester side of the bridge is in 
his district, the 92nd Assembly District.

“People everywhere feel very, very 
strongly about restoring both the 
geographical and historical origins of Tappan 
Zee,” Abnianti said.

Tappan is the name of a Native American 
sub-tribe of the Delaware/Lenni Lenape 
who occupied the area, he said, while Zee is 
Dutch for sea, referring to the early Dutch 

settlers. 
As part of Abinanti’s legislation, 

the welcome center near the bridge’s 
Westchester landing would be called the 
Governor Malcolm Wilson Welcome Center. 
Wilson, a 1970s governor and Westchester 
native, had his name added to the old Tappan 
Zee Bridge by Mario Cuomo, Abinanti said. 
However, when the elder Cuomo made that 
change, he made sure to keep the Tappan 

Zee reference intact, which will be the case 
with the assemblyman’s proposal, he said.

Abinanti said he would not want to see 
highway signs changed if he can get his bill 
passed and signed into law. He said there 
would be no justification financially to do 
that.

“It’s time that we all came together and 
reached a compromise,” Abinanti said. 
“Let’s stop the war over the name, it’s time 
to heal.”

The attempt by Abinanti is one of the 
few name changes proposed by a Democrat 
since the fight over the name started 
shortly after the new bridge opened. There 

were also renewed attempts by others late 
in the summer to make the switch once 
Andrew Cuomo resigned as governor 
in the wake of his sexual harassment 
scandals.

Although Abinanti often criticized 
Andrew Cuomo and had several of his 
proposed bills vetoed by the beleaguered 
ex-governor, he insisted that he was 
not piling on but was trying to respond 
to the sentiments of a majority of his 
constituents.

“It’s historical,” Abinanti said of Tappan 
Zee. “It’s familiar to the area and I think 
that my bill reflects that.”

Abinanti Introduces Bill to Restore Tappan Zee to Cuomo Bridge Name
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Assemblyman Tom Abinanti has introduced a 
measure in the state legislature that would add 
Tappan Zee to the name of the Mario M. Cuomo 
Bridge.
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By Martin Wilbur

The Town of Mount Pleasant became the 
latest municipality in the region to opt out 
from allowing cannabis dispensaries and 
consumption lounges within its borders 
citing the potential harm of marijuana use.

By a 4-0 vote, the board made its 
decision last Tuesday evening after a 
single public hearing. Board members 
pointed to their objections of making 
marijuana more accessible while there is 
the possibility that it could increase the 
chances of escalating use and addiction to 
more destructive substances.

“I personally feel we have an opioid 
epidemic in the state of New York and 
all over the country,” said Supervisor 
Carl Fulgenzi. “To me, this is adding to 
a problem that hasn’t been resolved yet, 
or will it ever be resolved, I don’t know. I 
personally feel it’s a gateway drug. People 
say I’m wrong; I believe it is.”

Councilman Thomas Sialiano said there 
was no way he would support the sale of 
marijuana in Mount Pleasant.

“God forbid if we had a business selling 
it and a kid took drugs or drank alcohol 
and got behind a car. I couldn’t live with 
myself if I voted for something like this 
that may cause an accident,” Sialiano said. 
“Someone could lose a life.”

As a member of the Steering Committee 

of Pleasantville STRONG, Councilwoman 
Laurie Rogers Smalley said she could not 
be more adamantly opposed to the sale 
of cannabis in the town. Pleasantville 
STRONG is an organization comprised 
of volunteers and educators from 
Pleasantville and Mount Pleasant who 
have worked tirelessly to protect the 
community’s youngsters from drugs, 
alcohol and smoking.

There were only two residents who 
spoke during the brief public hearing, one 
in favor of allowing retail marijuana sales 
and the other opposing it. 

Joseph Menta said it would have been 
unwise to allow dispensaries in town 
given all of the other challenges people 
are facing as a result of the pandemic and 

other problems. Having moved out of 
New York City over the past year, it was 
commonplace to see people loitering and 
smoking in cars, negatively impacting 
quality of life.

“There was nothing more pungent, 
alarming and offensive as the smell of 
smoke emanating from multitudes of 
vehicles when I lived in the city, sharing 
the road with my family and I with little to 
no police enforcement,” Menta said. 

However, Kelsey Padgett suggested it 
was hypocritical and shortsighted for there 
to be a countless number of establishments 
selling alcohol and cigarettes, which are at 
least equally harmful to people, yet refuse 
to allow the sale of marijuana.

“New York State is going to have legal 
marijuana,” Padgett said. “People are 
going to be smoking it. The only question 
is whether or not we get taxes and we 
get new businesses, and from what I 
understand...you’re not anti-business, so 
it seems odd to me you would not want to 
allow these businesses to be in our town.”

Municipalities have until Dec. 31 to 
pass a resolution to opt out from allowing 
dispensaries and/or consumption lounges. 
For the communities that do opt out, they 
may pass a law opting back in. However, 
for those who initially permit sales, they 
may not opt out.

Nearly all of area towns and villages 
surrounding Mount Pleasant have opposed 
opting into retail sales and lounges at this 
time.

Yorktown Chamber to Host Job Fair 
November 30

Are you looking for a new career that 
offers awesome growth opportunity? If 
so, come and check out the upcoming job 
fair, hosted by the Yorktown Chamber of 
Commerce, on Tuesday, Nov. 30 from 10 
a.m. to 3 p.m. at the Albert A. Capellini 
Community and Cultural Center, located 
at 1974 Commerce St. in Yorktown 
Heights.

You will be able to share your resume 

and talk with staff who can let you know 
the opportunities available. There will 
be businesses on hand so that you can 
see firsthand what types of employment 
are available. Opportunities for on-site 
interviewing will also be available, so be 
sure to bring your resume and dress for 
success! You don’t want to miss out on 
this opportunity.

Mt. Pleasant Latest Municipality to Opt Out of Cannabis Sales
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512 clock tower drive – brewster, ny 10509 – clocktowergrill.com

thank you for thinking of us…

Pick-up 11:00 am - 1:00 pm

MUNCHIES
deviled eggs (w/bacon marmalade) $15 doz.
artisan cheese board $60 feeds 5-7ppl.
everything parker house rolls $12 doz.
butternut squash soup $12 qt.

SALADS $30 FEEDS 4-5 PPL.
smoked trout caesar salad
creamy smoked trout dressing – leafy greens
sourdough croutons – shaved parm.

crunch salad
greens – apple chips – delicata squash
pumpkinseeds – cider vinaigrette

THE MAIN EVENT
all-natural baked ham
marmalade mustard glaze – $120 7lb. average – feeds 10-12

whole organic roasted turkey
w/gravy $120 16lb.avg – feeds 15-20

November 25th 2021

SIDES - $30 FOR 5 PPL.
honey roast sweet potato puree – horseradish cream brussels sprouts
whipped potatoes – roasted root veggies – apple sausage stuffing

baked mac+cheese $35 – orange cranberry sauce pint $12
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By Abby Luby and Martin Wilbur

A Pleasantville bar and restaurant 
temporarily closed last weekend after 
multiple patrons who had recently visited 
the venue tested positive for COVID-19.

Lucy’s Lounge manager Rob Catalano 
posted on the establishment’s Facebook 
page on Nov. 12 that an undisclosed 
number of guests who had visited the 
popular venue during the weekend of Nov. 
6-7, reached out to management to let 
them know they had tested positive.

“I value the safety of my staff and guests 
so we will be closing until we know that we 
have all gotten back a negative test result,” 
Catalano said in the post. “Going forward 
we will continue to check on our staff 
daily to make sure they are not showing 
any symptoms. If you have recently visited 
with us please keep an eye on yourselves. 
We are very sorry for this unfortunate 
circumstance and hope that those affected 
are healthy or on the mend.”

Pleasantville Mayor Peter Scherer 
said Monday morning there were nine 
active COVID-19 cases in Pleasantville, 
numbers that he said he received from 
the Westchester County Department of 
Health. Five of those new cases had been 
reported last Friday, the same day as 
Catalano’s social media post, although it 
could not be ascertained whether any of 
those stemmed from Lucy’s Lounge.

“We haven’t had five new cases (in 
Pleasantville) in one day in a long time,” 

Scherer said. “People need to remain clear 
that COVID isn’t over.”

It’s also possible that some or all of the 
Lucy’s Lounge patrons who tested positive 
may not be village residents, he said.

Although many people are vaccinated, 
it is critical for everyone to protect 
themselves.

“Part of the problem here is not 
everyone behaves carefully when they are 
out and it sounds like that’s what happened 
here,” Scherer said.

Various village administrators and 
employees also had gathered at Lucy’s 
for a retirement party last Wednesday 
evening, Nov. 10. It is unclear how many 
village employees attended or their 
current status.

Lucy’s had been closed due to the 
pandemic, but had been cleared to reopen 
on Nov. 4.

The development coincides with a 
relatively modest uptick in active cases 
throughout Westchester in recent weeks. 
Westchester County Executive George 
Latimer said Monday that there were 
1,285 active cases in the county, up more 
than 200 over the past few weeks. On 
Saturday, the most recent day where data 
was available, there was a 1.5 percent 
positivity rate in Westchester, according 
to the state tracker. The positivity rate 
statewide on Saturday was 3.25 percent.

Latimer said Westchester’s numbers do 
not represent a significant increase or spike 
but bears watching as the colder weather 

settles in and people gather inside more 
often, including for the upcoming holidays.

Westchester hospitalizations have fallen 
to 27 as of last Saturday, he said, although 
since mid-October there have been 16 
COVID-19-related deaths in the county, 
brining the death toll to 2,354.

“The number one issue is preventing 
fatalities,” Latimer said. “When we have 
a low number or zero fatalities, that is the 
single most important sign of success.”

Hospitalizations is the second most 
important number while the active 
caseload is the next factor on the priority 
list.

In Putnam County, Saturday’s positivity 
rate was 2.1 percent, with 10 new cases 
from 487 tests.

State to Close County Center
The County Center in White Plains, 

which has administered well over 300,000 
vaccinations since January, will cease 
operations as a mass state vaccination 
center on Thursday evening, Latimer said.

Demand, which had approached 
2,500 vaccinations daily earlier this 
year, has dropped off significantly as an 
overwhelming percentage of the county 
residents have been vaccinated. Just over 
91 percent of people living in Westchester 
have received at least one dose.

On Saturday, there were 359 vaccinations 
at the County Center and 163 on Sunday.

Latimer said it is uncertain whether the 
county would continue to use the facility 
on some level as a vaccination site. It is 
clear the entire building no longer needs to 
be available for vaccines, he said.

“It is likely that we can (provide) 
vaccinations there without having to use 
the totality of the County Center for that 
purpose,” Latimer said.

The state, however, is reopening the 
Yonkers Armory as a vaccination site.

Westchester will still use its two health 
clinics in White Plains and Yonkers and 
various temporary satellite locations. 
It is hoped that school districts will also 
partner with the county to make it easy for 
students as young as five years old whose 
parents want to have them vaccinated to 
get the shot.

Pleasantville Bar Closes Following Multiple COVID Cases

BUYING
COMIC BOOK
COLLECTIONS!
✭Top Prices Paid!✭

30+ Years Experience!
Reliable & Local (W’chester/Putnam)

Call /Text: 917-699-2496 
email: smileLP@aol.com

TUTORING
K-12 

ONE-ON-ONE
TEST PREP

HOMEWORK HELP
(914)906-8026

A+SAT AP

We will be open from  
6am to 10pm Monday to Friday

Saturday from 6am to 7pm 
Sunday 6am to 6pm

We offer four classes a week, 
morning and afternoon.  

1-on-1 Personal Training too!
Monday - Wildblast Bootcamp

Tuesday - Cardioblast
Wednesday - Bootyblast
Thursday - Coreblaster

Friday to Sunday - Young Athletes Program - Ages 7-16

845 422 6396 • getfitwithjcl@gmail.com 
www.wildblastfitness.com

2A John Walsh Blvd, Suite 2, Peekskill, NY

COMING 
SOON

Separate Saunas 
available for
Men & Women

Morning Sessions 9AM-12PM 
Afternoon Sessions 3-6PM 
(Sessions lasting one hour)

   
   

Fine Art • Sculpture 
• Unique Gifts • Furniture

Home Accessories • Antiques 
• Exquisite Jewelry • & more...
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4 Washington Avenue, 
Pleasantville 914-741-6294

Open 7 Days — 
Friday and Saturday until 8pm

�S�p�e�c�i�a�l�i�z�i�n�g�	�i�n�	�F�i�n�e�	
�A�m�e�r�i�c�a�n�	�C�r�a�f�t

Aardvark Pet Supplies 
has moved!

1016 Broadway
Thornwood,  NY 10549

Lucy’s Lounge in Pleasantville, seen here for a 
2017 event, has been temporarily shuttered after 
an undisclosed number of patrons tested positive 
for COVID-19.
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21 West Stevens Ave.
Hawthorne, NY 10532

Ernest J. Carpentieri ~ Douglas A. Daniels

Tel: 914-769-4404
Fax: 914-769-5306

www.hawthornefuneralhome.com
Serving all faiths ~ Independently owned
Conveniently located on the Taconic State Parkway

Obituary
Dorothy Fanning

Dorothy Ann Hagerty Fanning died 
peacefully on Oct. 1 at her home.

Dorothy was born in 1931 in New York 
City. She was the daughter of Florence and 
Edward Hagerty. She was predeceased by 
her siblings, Edward, Jane and Eileen.

Dorothy grew up in Scarsdale. She 
graduated from Good Counsel High School, 
then went to Grasslands School of Nursing, 
where she received her degree in 1952.

Dorothy was married to John (Jack) 
Fanning on June 6, 1953, in Phoenix, Ariz. 
They eventually moved back east to Rye, 
then finally in Yorktown, where they raised 
their seven children. Yorktown was their 
home for over 50 years.

Dorothy had an accomplished career 
in nursing, working in many roles, being 
highly successful in all. She went on to get 
her master’s degree in nursing from Pace 
University. Throughout the remainder of 
her career, she worked in administration, 
education and health services. Dorothy’s 
nursing career extended through 2000 
when she retired from Columbia University 
as director of health services. She always 
worked toward excellence in her profession.

Dorothy then joined the family business, 
Fanning Electric, which Jack and Dorothy 
established in 1965, and is now operated by 
her son, Mark, and his wife, Mary. Fanning 
Electric was one of her most rewarding 
positions, working with her son and 

grandsons until 2017 when she officially 
retired.

She is survived by children, grandchildren, 
great-grandchildren, nieces and nephews. 
They have all been the light of her life. 
Dorothy always enjoyed being involved in 
everyone’s life. She loved family gatherings 
and made each and every one of her family 
members feel included and special.

Dorothy lived a full life with so many 
people who loved her and will miss her on a 
daily basis. Her greatest love was her family.

Dorothy was predeceased by her loving 
son, John, in 1978; her friend, partner and 
husband, Jack, in 2006; and wonderful son-
in-law Robert Sickles in 2020.

Dorothy left behind Patricia and Steve 
Marlin, their daughters and spouses Victoria 
and Brian Armocida and Rachael and Alex 
Presnal; Richard and Aileen Fanning and 
their sons and spouses, Liam and Kate 
Fanning, Connor and Stephanie Fanning and 
Tim and Shelbey Fanning; Kathleen and Bill 
Woods and their daughters and spouses, 
Erin and Hector Bermudez and Shannon and 
Thomas Odenthal; Mark and Mary Fanning 
and their children and spouses, Caitlyn and 
Pat Dilena, Taylor and Mallory Fanning, 
Alysha and Jermaine Gordon and Kyle and 
Tiffany Fanning; Mary and Bob Froats and 
their children and spouses, Jessica and Jeff 
Bigas, Jackie and Shaun Hagey, Ryan and 
Banoo Froats and John Froats; and Ann 

Sickles and her children and spouse, Kelsey 
and Drew Klein, Bridget Sickles and Colin 
Sickles.

Dorothy also left 18 great-grandchildren 
behind, Brayden, Benjamin, James, Nicholas, 
Jack, Thomas, Emily, Norah, Sean, Jack,  
Anderson, John, Chloe, Scott, Reid, Gabriel, 

Harper and Kendall, and several nieces 
and nephews in Rhode Island, Connecticut, 
Arizona and Florida.

Dorothy was a unique and special person, 
an incredible gift to us all. Dorothy built an 
amazing family and will be greatly missed by 
all who loved her. 

We’re happy to help spread the word about your community event. Please submit 
your information at least three weeks prior to your event and include the words 

“Calendar Submission” in your email subject line. Entries should be sent to 
Abby Luby at aluby@theexaminernews.com.com.

Calendar Submissions

Management Analyst (Nan-
uet, NY). Identify issues. De-
velop and implement records 
management program. En-
sure successful functioning of 
newly implemented systems. 
Analyze prices. Review per-
formance. Master’s Degree is 
req’d. 40 hrs/wk. Send resume 
to Ismail Dag, Owner, Smart 
Logistics LLC, 
info@smartlogisticsnj.com.

Police Blotter
Carmel Police Department

Nov. 8: Deputies were dispatched to a 
Cold Spring home at 5:44 p.m. on a report 
of a missing 15-year-old child. The deputies 
were advised that the child was supposed 
to come directly home after school and 
was supposed to attend an after-school 
activity. The child did not have a cell phone, 
so the parents were unable to contact the 
child. Deputies responded to the school 
and located the child who was safe and 
participating in the after-school activity. 

Nov. 9: Deputies arrested a 54-year-old 
Putnam Valley man on Oscawana Lake Road 
after operating a moped without a helmet at 
1:05 p.m. After the stop, he was unable to 
produce identification, proof of insurance 
and registration and then provided the 
deputies with a false name. The man was 
charged with false personation, operating a 
motor vehicle without an inspection sticker 
and various other violations. 

Nov. 11: Deputies were dispatched to a 
car accident on Route 6 and Root Avenue 
in Southeast at 1:05 p.m. On the way to 
the scene, deputies were notified that the 
driver of one of the vehicles involved in the 
accident had left. According to witnesses, 
the driver of a red SUV had struck one 
vehicle pushing that vehicle sideways into 
oncoming traffic causing it to strike a third 
vehicle. The red SUV then fled the scene. 
Deputies were able to locate the SUV and 
arrest its driver, a 49-year-old Carmel 
woman. She was charged with leaving the 
scene of a property damage accident and 
other related charges. 

County Police/Mount Kisco

Nov. 11:  Police served a temporary order 
of protection to a Spring Street resident at 
10:25 p.m. The court order prohibits the 
resident from having any contact with the 
person named in the order.

Nov. 11: Police responded to Woodland 
Street at 11:32 p.m. following a report of a 
hit-and-run accident. A youth reported that 
a black SUV backed into his father’s parked 
car, causing minor scratches, then drove 
away. An officer spoke by phone with the 
vehicle’s owner who did not wish to pursue 
the matter.

Nov. 12: Police responded to a Barker 
Street residence at 8:47 p.m. on a report 
of a domestic dispute. A resident reported 
that he had been involved in a verbal 
dispute with a relative who then damaged 
his television set in anger. A 31-year-old 
man, a Barker Street resident, was taken 
into custody and charged with fourth-
degree criminal mischief, a misdemeanor.

Nov. 12: Police conducted a welfare 
check on Amuso Drive after a family 
reported a 9:41 p.m. that they had been 
unable to reach a relative by phone for 
several days. The resident answered the 
door for an officer and was asked to contact 
her family to let them know she was okay.

North Castle Police Department

Nov. 5: A woman named Vanessa from 
SiriusXM requested assistance at 12:18 
a.m. in locating a stolen vehicle, which is 
pinging stationary for the last hour on King 
Street. The vehicle was described as a 
2021 white Dodge Durango Hellcat with no 
plates. She advised that the ping should be 
exact but isn’t always and could not provide 
a radius for the ping. Vanessa was unable to 
provide information about when the vehicle 
last pinged as moving. She stated that she 
would notify her supervisor and call back. 

Nov. 5: Report of a larceny at the CVS on 
Main Street at 4:04 p.m. A store employee 
reported that a party, described as a man 
wearing a blue rain coat, jeans, red sneakers 
and a see-through mask, just left the store, 
possibly with unpaid items. The responding 
officers located the party and subsequently 
arrested him without incident.

Pleasantville Police Department

Nov. 7:  A 53-year-old Tarrytown man 
was arrested at 8:28 p.m. on a DWI charge 
after hitting a parked car on Washington 
Avenue. 

Nov. 9: A 31-year-old male driver, who 
was pulled over on Manville Road at 2:21 
p.m., did not have his license. He was 
charged with an infraction. The vehicle was 
impounded.

Nov. 11: A dead fox was reported on 
Rockledge Road at 1:59 p.m., apparently of 
natural causes. The animal was disposed. 
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The Putnam County Department of Health 
has scheduled four clinics to vaccinate 
children five to 11 years old with COVID-19 
shots along with providing boosters for 
eligible adults. 

Afternoon clinics are scheduled for Nov. 
18 and 23, and Dec. 9 and 14, and will run 
from 2 to 4:30 p.m. Children vaccinated at 
the first clinic in Carmel Plaza this Thursday, 
can receive their second shot on Dec. 9 
in Carmel and be fully protected before 
Christmas Day.

The clinics on Nov. 23 and Dec. 14 will be 
held at the Philipstown Recreation Center, 
with full protection by New Year’s Eve. 

Online registration and further information 
will be shared on the health department’s 
social media platforms and posted on its 
webpage at https://www.putnamcountyny.
com/health/covid19/#vaxinfo.

The authorization of an estimated 
youngsters in Putnam County comes as 
most clusters of COVID-19 cases in Putnam 
County have affected schools and daycare 
centers where children gather. The most 
impacted school districts last month were 
Mahopac and Putnam Valley. There are an 
estimated 6,000 children in Putnam County 
from five to 11 years old.

The benefits for vaccinated children go 
beyond protection from infection. Fully 
vaccinated students of all ages, who remain 
asymptomatic, are not required to quarantine 
if exposed to a classmate or other person 
with COVID-19, allowing them to continue 
attending school and other activities.

“We are working closely with our local 
pediatricians in this phase of vaccination,” 
explained Kathleen Percacciolo, supervising 
public health nurse. “We are offering these 
four Pfizer vaccination opportunities to 
assist them in their campaign to vaccinate 
this 5- to 11-year-old age group. Putnam 

pediatricians have been and continue to 
be the lead vaccine providers for children. 
One day COVID vaccination will become as 
routine as other childhood immunizations. 
Now, these young children have the chance 
to join the more than 73,000 residents who 
have already received their first doses.”

In addition to providing first shots for 
these children, the Department of Health 
will offer booster shots and third doses to 
eligible adults at the same clinics. Eligibility 
depends on which shot was initially received. 
Anyone who received Moderna or Pfizer is 
eligible for a booster if they are 65 years and 
older, or 18 years and older and have certain 
health conditions, or live or work in a high-
risk setting. These individuals must wait at 
least six months after their second dose. 

Recipients who are 12 years old and 
up, with weakened immune systems, 
(for example from cancer treatments) 
are eligible for a third dose if it is at least 
two months from their last shot. If it has 
been over two months, they are eligible 
for a booster. Booster and third doses are 
technically different and may vary clinically 
in the dosage. 

For individuals who received the Johnson 
& Johnson shot, and are 18 years of age and 
older, should get a booster if at least two 
months has passed since their shot.

Five to 11-year-olds will receive the Pfizer 
vaccine in two doses, spaced three weeks 
apart, the same timing for older recipients. 
Each of the two doses for the younger group 
will be equal to one-third the amount given 
to people 12 years of age and older.

While it is true that children have a lower 
risk than adults for hospitalization and death 
due to the virus, and for continuing post-
COVID infection symptoms, pediatric illness 
has accounted for a higher proportion of 
cases in the most recent surge driven by the 

more easily transmitted Delta variant. 
The safety of the vaccine for these 

children has been studied in more than 3,000 
children and no serious side effects were 
detected in these clinical trials. Additionally, 
the vaccine proved to be 90.7 percent 
effective in preventing COVID-19 in this 
age group. Trials are now underway looking 
at vaccination for children as young as six 
months of age.

Short-term side effects of the COVID-19 
vaccine including fever, chills and body 
aches, have been common across all age 
categories, most noticeably after the second 
dose. Similar side effects were also seen 
in the trials for the 5- to 11-year-olds, with 
younger recipients possibly more prone to 
these. 

In COVID-vaccinated adolescents and 
young adults under 30 years of age, rare 
cases of myocarditis, an inflammation of the 

heart, have also been seen, most notably 
among males. However, infection with 
COVID-19 poses a higher risk for developing 
myocarditis than vaccination. 

Moreover, multisystem inflammatory 
syndrome, which is linked to the virus in 
pediatric cases, is also much more common 
and can cause inflammation of the heart. 
There were no reported or observed cases of 
myocarditis in the recent trial data submitted 
to the Food and Drug Administration on the 
3,000-plus children five to 11 years old. 
Clearly the less risky path for all ages, five 
and older, is vaccination.

For more information, visit Putnam 
County’s website at www.putnamcountyny.
com, or visit the health department social 
media sites on Facebook, Twitter and 
Instagram @PutnamHealthNY.  

Putnam Schedules COVID-19 Vaccination Clinics for Children

Third Mt. Kisco Planning Board 
Member to Leave at Year’s End

State Sen. Peter Harckham (D-Lewisboro) 
announced last week that the towns of Mount 
Pleasant and New Castle, Pace University in 
Pleasantville and Riverkeeper have been 
awarded Hudson River Estuary program 
grants from New York State to advance the 
stewardship of natural resources as well 
as enhance environmental education and 
improve recreational access. 

The grants are funded by the state’s 
Environmental Protection Fund and 
administered by the Department of 
Environmental Conservation (DEC) Hudson 
River Estuary Program. 

DEC Commissioner Basil Seggos noted 
that the grants will “help Hudson River 
Valley communities develop plans and 
advance tools to become more resilient to 
flooding and other climate impacts while 
expanding recreational opportunities for 
people of all abilities.”

Among the 39 grants and $1.5 million 
being awarded statewide, three are heading 
to the 40th Senate District. Mount Pleasant 
will receive $17,440 to conduct a natural 
resources inventory and map the town’s 

wetlands; New Castle will receive $36,033 
to conduct a natural resources inventory, 
with a detailed analysis of the town’s 
natural resources and recommendations 
for conservation and mitigation; and 
Pace University will get $46,612 to 
conduct a stakeholder-based assessment 
of the Pocantico River watershed. This 
will increase the capacity of the river’s 
Watershed Alliance by compiling existing 
information and adding new data.

Also, Ossining-based Riverkeeper will 
receive $50,000 to conduct a regional-scale 
climate vulnerability assessment to better 
define threats to local water bodies. 

New York’s Environmental Protection 
Fund (EPF) has grown from its original 
appropriation of $31 million in fiscal year 
1994-95. The Fiscal Year 2022 enacted 
budget sustains the fund at $300 million, 
the highest level in the program’s history. 
Appropriations include $40 million for solid 
waste programs, $90 million for parks and 
recreation, $151 million for open space 
programs and $19 million for the climate 
change mitigation and adaptation program. 

Mt. Pleasant, New Castle to Receive 
Hudson River Estuary Study Grants

Another member of the Mount Kisco 
Planning Board will be leaving his seat by 
the end of the year.

Acting Chairman John Bainlardi, who 
had another two years left on his current 
term, said he needs to take break from the 
board due to family life and various other 
responsibilities.

“I’ve enjoyed my time tremendously,” 
Bainlardi said during last week’s Planning 
Board work session, which preceded 
the regular meeting. “There were some 
times where it’s been difficult, but nothing 
worthwhile, in my opinion, is without some 
challenge.”

Mayor Gina Picinich said Bainlardi’s 
knowledge of the law and his ability to listen 
to applicants and residents’ positions has 
made him a valuable board member. The 
village also appreciated his willingness to 
chair the board following another resignation 
earlier this year.

“We were so fortunate that John stepped 
up at a time when really, really need his 
leadership,” Picinich said. 

In the coming weeks, the Village Board 
will be discussing the Planning Board’s 
leadership moving forward.

When Bainlardi leaves his seat, it will be 
the latest upheaval this year for the Planning 
Board. Last winter former chairman Doug 
Hertz resigned after the village’s Board of 
Ethics issued an advisory opinion stating 
that he violated the code after his company 
was pursuing a controversial application to a 
solar farm on a portion of a 25-acre property.

Last month, Ralph Vigliotti was also 
caught in an ethics breach for talking publicly 
as a board member on the Kirby Commons 
proposal despite owning a piece of property 
in the affected area. He announced last 
month he would be leaving at the conclusion 
of his term in December.

--Martin Wilbur

About 250 Stepinac High School 
students slept outdoors overnight 
in cardboard boxes last week on 
the school’s athletic fields and 
raised more than $40,000 to help 
the unsheltered homeless in their 
communities and New York City. 
The nearly 12-hour stay set new 
records for Stepinac’s participation 
and amount of money raised 
in the Cardboard Box City 
Campaign, which was organized 
by the school’s campus ministry. 
Contributions to Stepinac’s 
community cause can still be 
made at http://www.stepinac.org/
boxcity.

Helping the 
Homeless
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We are writing in response to the recent 
Examiner article entitled “New Castle 
Scraps Form-Based Code, Takes No Action 
on Findings Statement.”  

As concerned residents of New Castle, 
we actively participated in our town’s 
18-month-long debate over the adoption 
of a Form-Based Code (FBC), with 
Lisa Katz serving on the Town Board 
during that time. Against the backdrop 
of a global pandemic, a large grassroots 
movement of diverse and disparate voices 
emerged, all of whom simply wanted to 
be heard. Thousands signed petitions, 
wrote impassioned letters, and attended 
board meetings and engagement sessions 
decrying the impropriety of a blanket 
zoning and development overhaul for the 
Chappaqua hamlet during a period of great 
uncertainty. Virtually no residents spoke 
out in favor of the FBC. 

Those voices were joined by key 
interested agencies, namely our 
school, planning and library boards, 
who all expressed reservations about 
the inadequate analysis being done by 
the Town Board. For the first time in 
memory, these agencies were treated like 
adversaries by our Town Board.

The incumbent Town Board had a 
moral and fiduciary responsibility to 
educate residents and achieve substantial 
consensus before moving forward with 
a plan destined to be transformational. 
Despite the objections and reasoned 
arguments of Katz, the Town Board 
majority failed throughout the process on 
all counts. 

Within that landscape, we joined 
together as Unite New Castle on a 
platform of collaboration and consensus, 
as we listened to the collective concerns. 
We campaigned largely on the issue of 
the FBC, along with the broader idea of 
transparent, inclusive, respectful and 
responsive governance.

We faced an opposing slate that, together 

with the board majority, had all the levers 
of power – the ability to control the 
message through official communications, 
how and when the public could speak and 
the rote endorsements of virtually every 
major Democratic political figure in New 
York. The result? The Unite New Castle 
slate won all four open seats.

We understand how frustrating this 
must have been to our opponents 
and members of the Town Board who 
advocated for the FBC. Even accounting 
for that disappointment, however, we were 
shocked at the lack of grace and good will 
displayed at last Wednesday evening’s 
Town Board meeting. We heard three 
Town Board members make unsupported 
and frivolous claims and accusations about 
lack of progress, misrepresentation of 
facts, nefarious campaign contributions 
and the failure to address social justice 
goals. 

As we have said all along, the only 
endorsements that matter to us are those 
of our neighbors, and we are honored that 
they spoke loudly on our behalf on Election 
Day. They heard our promises to promote 
responsible growth that takes resident 
voices into account, not just a blanket plan 
that focuses on developer profits. They 
saw through claims of misrepresentation 
based on their own studied analysis of the 
town’s Environmental Impact Statement 
(and the clear victory our slate earned in 
the one fair election complaint filed against 
us by our opponents). And they certainly 
recognized the performative nature of 
arguments that the FBC was somehow a 
social justice proposal, particularly when 
it never took into account the likelihood 
of displacement for our lowest income 
neighbors and ignored the fact that we 
have achieved over 60 affordable and 
workforce housing units in recent years 
without an FBC. 

Finally, we are so proud to have received 
financial support from hundreds of 

neighbors and friends. To the extent that 
included the support of local entrepreneurs 
and philanthropists or longtime friends 
and former colleagues who care deeply 
about our town is a tremendous source of 
pride for us and should be for all residents.

We now must come together as 
neighbors to support each other and to 
collaboratively foster a New Castle that is 
inclusive, welcoming and thriving. We look 
forward to working with all of New Castle’s 
residents, merchants and stakeholders in 

an open, positive and engaging manner 
for the best interests of this home we all 
love. The actions we take in the future will 
stand or fall on their own merits, and we 
are proud that the voters in New Castle 
entrusted us with that responsibility.

 
Unite New Castle

Lisa Katz
Tara Kassal

Chris Hildenbrand
Victoria Tipp
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New Castle Town Board Majority Failed During Form-Based Code Process

Letters to the Editor

Republicans Will Take Back the Country 
Through the Ballot Box

This is in response to Nicholas Kuvach’s 
letter to the editor last week (“The Dangers 
of Thinking That Elections Are Rigged or 
Stolen.”)  I do see how dangerous election 
tampering can be. In President Trump’s 
bid for re-election, why was he winning 
in districts and then magically ballots 
were found in the middle of the night that 
reversed the count and gave Biden the win? 

Similar things happened in many places. 
Why did we see the same ballots being 
repeatedly put into the voting machines? 
Why were there boxes of ballots pulled 
out from under tables once the Republican 
election workers were told to go home for 
the evening? How about all the anomalies 
with the down ballots? They went against 
all statistical models from past elections.

Does anyone (even a Democrat) believe 
that Biden is the most popular president 
ever elected and actually garnered 82 million 
votes? Hillary Clinton was so angry at her 
loss to President Trump and still maintains 
that she won. She conspired to steal the 
election but never took into account how 
many Republicans and Conservatives 
were tired of being insulted by her and 
her “deplorables”-type comments, and her 
biggest mistake was that she didn’t cheat 

enough to steal the election. Thank God!
The problem with Republicans and 

Conservatives is that many feel that their 
vote doesn’t count so why bother voting? 
This past election showed exactly how 
angry we are with the Democrats and their 
free spending, anti-American attitudes that 
are going to put the middle class in the 
poorhouse and the poor on the streets.

Get your head out of the sand and face 
the facts – we are going to take back our 
country with fair and unbiased elections. 
We are done with Democrats thinking they 
are the only ones that can run the country 
and we are embarrassed by the “Great 
American Apology Tours” by Obama and 
Biden. America is the greatest country in 
the world. That’s why people don’t look to 
leave but want to come here.

The cities that have been run by the 
Democratic Party for decades are the ones 
that have been run into the ground, are 
broke and have the highest crime rates. 
We are done with this. Show us where we 
cheated or keep your unproven opinions to 
yourself.

Ray Rau
Brewster
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The revelation of racist and obscene 
comments by a Republican district leader 
at a Republican victory party in Yorktown 
were sad and disturbing but revealed that 
systemic racism is alive and well here and 
needs to be addressed honestly in a public 
forum like a Town Hall meeting. 

The disingenuous apologies from 

Republican leaders and his removal from 
leadership are only intended to distance 
themselves from this disgusting behavior. 
For those who have short memories or 
are new to the area, I refer them back 
to The Northern Westchester Examiner 
of Oct. 31, 2017, which reported about 
two Republican racist, anti-Semitic and 

xenophobic mailers before Election Day. 
Two of our current councilmembers ran for 
office using these tactics and our current 
supervisor, then-Yorktown Republican 
Committee Chairman Matthew Slater, 
released this statement about the mailers: 
“Yorktown voters have a right to know 
that if elected Ilan Gilbert, Alice Roker 
and Vishnu Patel will turn Yorktown into a 
sanctuary town.” 

These officials have never publicly 
apologized for these mailings, one of which 
also depicted a Jewish woman who was 
not running for office holding the puppet 
strings of the three Democratic candidates 
who happened to be African American, 

Jewish and Asian American. The time 
has come when these parties must take 
responsibility for the mailers, apologize 
for and disavow such statements, and most 
importantly, pledge to never use such 
tactics again. 

If not, Yorktown residents should 
consider a recall campaign to make a 
strong statement showing that hate truly 
has no home here. This incident also 
reinforces the need for a Diversity, Equity 
and Inclusion initiative in our schools.

Melvyn R. Tanzman
Mohegan Lake 

Yorktown Still Has Much Work to Do to 
Address Racism in the Community

Race Amity of Northern Westchester 
& Putnam strongly abhors the racist 
statements clearly heard on the video 
recording made at the Yorktown Republican 
Party victory party. We appreciate that 
the Yorktown Republican Committee has 
condemned these comments and has taken 
steps to discipline the speaker. That is a 
good first step.

A bigger concern is that this individual 

apparently felt that he could shout these 
words at that party, with his peers, with no 
fear of rebuke. We have heard people say, in 
public meetings, that racism doesn’t exist 
in Yorktown. We have had people tell us 
that by talking about racism we are causing 
the problem. There have been other public 
instances of racism in Yorktown within 
the last year and in years past. Racism is 
not only in Yorktown, it is everywhere. 
Acknowledging that fact enables working 
toward healing.

We call on Yorktown Supervisor Matt 
Slater to take measures to address the 
underlying problem. While we don’t expect 
any one program to wipe out the scourge of 
racism, we can all certainly work to make 
it less acceptable.

As a community organization that has 
been addressing racism for several years 
and providing local forums for friendship 
and discussion, we are happy to partner 
with the town to explore options.  

Judyth Stavans
Race Amity of Northern Westchester 

& Putnam Steering Committee

Guest Column
A Plea for Help for Pedestrians Trying to Cross the Saw Mill Parkway

By Michael Gold

Cars, SUVs and trucks hurl themselves 
down the Saw Mill Parkway like demented 
bowling balls hopped up on amphetamines, 
blowing past pedestrians so quickly it can 
shock the breath out of you.

People trying to walk across the parkway 
do so at great peril. The pedestrian/
parkway interface is a real-life horror movie 
for walkers.

On a recent school day, I was waiting 
to cross the parkway with my daughter. 
I have worked out a strategy to protect 
her. I always place her on my left, so 
drivers aching to ignore the law to yield 
to pedestrians in the crosswalk when they 
turn from Grant Street in Pleasantville onto 
the northbound Saw Mill Parkway will see 
me instead of her. I’m a bigger target and 
I can usually get drivers to pay attention 
when I look straight at them.

This strategy worked until it didn’t. We 
got the white walk sign and were about to 
cross the road when a car came roaring at 
us from the southbound lane, nearest to us, 
flying through the red light. The car came 
within a few feet of hitting my child. 

Luckily for us, we both froze at the 

last moment and let the car break the law 
without breaking anyone’s body parts. If 
we had entered the crosswalk sooner, she 
would have been struck.

On any given day, during rush hour, also 
time to go to school, southbound cars often 
make illegal right-hand turns onto Grant 
Street, meaning there is an additional way 
parents and kids may get hit trying to cross.

I have talked to the school crossing 
guard at Grant Street on many occasions. 
He has told me of the casually dangerous 
traffic. Drivers speed through the lights, 
make illegal turns and often ignore the 
pedestrians in their way. 

“The drivers are terrible,” the crossing 
guard told me. “They’re constantly running 
lights.” 

He’s worried someone is going to get 
killed. 

The most obvious and satisfying solution 
to deter dangerous drivers is to install a 
traffic camera on the Grant Street light. 
Then, we need to put up a sign that warns 
drivers, “Running through a red light is 
illegal. Making a turn here is illegal. You 
will be fined (insert appropriate dollar 
amount here) if you break the law.”

A far more effective, yet expensive 

solution would be to build a pedestrian 
bridge over the parkway. New York City 
has installed these bridges all over the 
boroughs. There were two just in my old 
Bronx neighborhood alone, over the Henry 
Hudson Parkway.

A bridge would probably cost millions, so 
I’m betting this is a non-starter for officials.

I have exchanged e-mails concerning 
the issue with County Legislator Margaret 
Cunzio and her legislative aide, the 
Westchester County Police’s Real Time 
Crime Center and Pleasantville Mayor Pete 
Scherer. State Sen. Peter Harckham’s office 
called me, and we spoke about the problem. 
I have also discussed the situation with the 
Pleasantville Pedestrian Committee.

Everybody has listened. Everybody 
understands what’s going on. But we all 
need to do more. This situation is literally 
an accident waiting to happen. 

My daughter came up with a great solution 
– and the cheapest. Ask a Pleasantville 
police officer to patrol the crosswalk in the 
hour before school starts and the hour after 
it ends. 

I understand that the parkway comes 
under county jurisdiction. Isn’t it possible 
that the county and the village can come up 

with an agreement to allow a Pleasantville 
police officer to help keep the crossing safe?

The current arrangement relies on the 
kindness and courtesy of drivers. So far, 
they’ve proven themselves sorely lacking 
in both departments. What they have also 
proven is that they’re in a great rush to get 
to work. This is understandable. It’s also 
dangerous. 

With the great power allotted to them 
by the gift of thousands of pounds of a 
lightning-fast steel machine, drivers need 
a greater sense of empathy for the flesh 
and blood humans in their midst. A traffic 
camera, stiff penalties for violations and 
stronger signage can help them grow the 
empathy required for the job. Short of that, 
a police officer on patrol at the crosswalk 
would accomplish the same thing.

Pleasantville village officials, county 
police and our local and state lawmakers, 
citizens are looking to you to please help 
make it safer to cross the parkway before 
someone gets hurt.

Pleasantville resident Michael Gold has 
had op-ed articles published in the New York 
Daily News, the Albany Times Union, The 
Virginian-Pilot and other newspapers.

Patel Should Be Appointed to a County or 
State Board, Commission

A Thank You to Voters
I am writing to express my appreciation 

to all the voters of Westchester who gave 
me a vote of confidence in electing me to 
a second term as Westchester County 
executive. I am committed to continue 
achieving positive results for our neighbors 
over the next four years and I look forward 
to working closely with the people and the 
local governments of our area every single 
day.

George Latimer
Westchester County Executive

Letters to the Editor
Yorktown Has Seen Racist Behavior From GOP Before

I do not reside in Yorktown. But I join 
many others from around the county who 
are deeply offended by the racist remarks 
made on Election Night against Yorktown 
Councilman Vishnu Patel, who lost his re-
election bid after serving for 10 years. 

I have known Vishnu for his entire tenure 
as a councilman. We both have participated 
in meetings of the Westchester Municipal 
Officials Association. And I have attended 
numerous legislative meetings with Vishnu 
over the years. Vishnu is highly respected, 
hardworking, has had great ideas, was one 
of the first, if not the first, elected official 
in the county of Indian heritage. He has 
inspired other Indian Americans from 
around the county to seek and win election 
to public office. And, he is an exceptional 
human being.

It’s my hope that Vishnu will not get 
discouraged by his election loss and that 
either Westchester County or New York 
State will find an appointment for him to 
a prestigious board so he can continue to 
stay involved. I am pleased that Democrats 
and Republicans condemned the GOP party 
leader who made the offensive comments 
and inappropriate remarks. 

By appointing Vishnu to a board or 
commission, an important statement will 
be made, that our county appreciates 
Vishnu and we applaud his dedication to 
community service and his substantial 
accomplishments over the years. 

Paul Feiner
Greenburgh Town Supervisor
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By Martin Wilbur

For the past 30 years, the Mount Kisco 
Interfaith Food Pantry has been sustaining 
families facing food insecurity within the 
village and in communities throughout 
northern Westchester.

Recently, its volunteer leaders and partners 
at the United Methodist Church of Mount 
Kisco, where the pantry is located, created 
a larger space on the church’s lower level to 
better serve the approximately 440 households 
and 1,300 people each week who rely on the 
extra assistance.

They converted the downstairs Porter 
Library, named after the church’s late pastor 
Willett Porter, into the pantry’s Porter Annex. 
There is now additional for refrigerators to 
offer better and more nutritious choices for 
their guests.

Last week Porter’s widow Shirley, son Ross 
and daughter-in-law Lisa, cut the ribbon to 
ceremonially open the annex. Although Rev. 
Porter, who served as the congregation’s 
spiritual leader from 1973 to 1989, was no 
longer the pastor when the pantry opened in 
1991, he remained dedicated to helping the 
needy in the area.

“One of the great things is my father walked 
this area many, many times, so he was a big 
believer in the food pantry,” Ross Porter said. 
“He was a volunteer walking these aisles. Rice 
was his favorite.”

Pantry Director of Operations and Programs 
Roberta Horowitz said the additional space, 
estimated at perhaps 800-plus square feet, will 

allow guests to social distance more effectively 
for the remainder of the pandemic. For much of 
the past 20 months, volunteers coordinated a 
drive-through operation in the parking lot. 

Even with the easing of restrictions to allow 
families to once again choose their food off the 
shelves, only about four families have been 
allowed into the area at a time. Now with the 
cold weather coming in for the winter, fewer 

guests will be forced to wait outside.
Beyond that, the extra refrigeration will 

expand the offerings to families, Horowitz said.
“That will give us more options to have a lot 

more between the eggs and the frozen protein, 
we’ll have a lot more space to give our guests 
what they need,” she said.

There is also improved lighting and there 
will be the room to hold cooking demonstration 

classes in the future.
The Mount Ksico Interfaith Food Pantry 

has helped fill a gaping hole for families in 
need. From the start of the pandemic through 
July, it saw a nearly 50 percent jump in visits.

A goal was to make the guests feel as 
though they’re walking into a grocery store 
rather than making it seem they’re accepting 
help, said Sharon Seidell, co-president of the 
Board Management Committee. 

“So there’s a lot of people that come 
through,” Seidell said. “Most of them are 
neighbors right here in Mount Kisco and we 
really wanted it to be a special place that was 
very welcoming.”

Making the expansion possible was the 
shuffling of space by the church. Bobbie 
McCann, the president of the church’s 
trustees, said accommodating the larger 
pantry space set off a chain reaction of 
relocations within the building, which 
included moving library, the choir room, the 
toddler room and the area for the Sunday 
School.

In the end, any inconvenience was little 
compared to the help it will provide, she said.

“I’m very good at these visions, and I said, 
‘Yeah, we can do this,’” McCann said. “So we 
did a lot of moving around and it was for a 
wonderful cause. So no regrets.”

The Mount Kisco Interfaith Food Pantry 
is open from 4 to 7 p.m. on Tuesdays and 
10 a.m. to 1 p.m. on Wednesdays. For more 
information, including donations, visit www.
mountkiscofoodpantry.org.

Mt. Kisco Food Pantry Expands to More Effectively Serve Guests

MARTIN WILBUR  PHOTO

Shirley, Ross and Lisa Porter, pictured fifth, sixth and seventh from left, respectively, get ready to cut 
the ribbon on the new Porter Annex at the Mount Kisco Interfaith Food Pantry. They were joined by 
pantry volunteers.

At Rothman Orthopaedics, we are exceptionally specialized.  
We not only specialize in orthopaedics, each of our physicians 
only focuses on one area of the body. Which means you can have 
the confidence that you can get past pain and be what you were.

RothmanNY.com  |  866.855.5643
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By Abby Luby

The Hebrew words tikkun olam mean to 
repair the world and are among the many 
healing words shared by Rabbi Shoshana Leis 
with her congregation at the Pleasantville 
Community Synagogue. 

Leis became the part-time rabbi at the 
synagogue in September while still serving 
a similar role at the Hebrew Congregation of 
Somers. 

“As a rabbi for two communities, it is 
working out quite well,” Leis said. “When I 
show up to each congregation, I’m focusing 
on each one and being their partner. The 
congregations are alike and there might be 
some opportunity to overlap.” 

It was a significant development when 
Leis arrived in Pleasantville. 

“It’s a pretty big deal when a synagogue 
changes rabbis,” said synagogue 
administrator Marcy Gray. “Rabbi Shoshana 
Leis, better known as Rabbi Shosh, is a 
fascinating, warm and engaged individual.” 

A Dobbs Ferry resident, Rabbi Leis lives 
with her husband Ben Newman, also a 
rabbi, two children, Ari and Isaiah, and two 
dogs, Toto and Oz. She is a graduate of the 
Reconstructionist Rabbinical College and 
Dartmouth College, and she also studied at 
St. Petersburg University, the Conservative 
Yeshiva and the Drisha Institute for Jewish 
Studies. 

Leis recently served as director of youth 
and family education at Romemu, a start-
up synagogue in New York City. She and 

her husband both served for seven years 
as rabbis at Har Shalom Center for Jewish 
Living in Fort Collins, Colo. 

It is her practice to reach out to other 
religious and community leaders. 

“Building partnerships with fellow clergy 
and the interfaith councils in Yorktown and 
Somers is what strengthens us so we can 
come to a common ground,” Leis said.

Embracing other faiths is evident by 
Pleasantville Community Synagogue’s 
weekly meditation sessions or “Jewbu 
Sangha: Morning Sit.” 

“In Buddhism we learn of embedded 
contemplation and exploration of what’s 
already there, just like we do in Judaism,” 
Leis said. 

Just as Leis began serving in Pleasantville, 
she lost her father in a hit-and-run accident. 
Her father was in excellent health and was 
on an evening walk with her mother.

“I’ve been very public with my grief 
process,” Leis said. “I process a lot out loud 
and it hasn’t felt hard to come in (to serve 
as rabbi) right after the death of my father. 
To be in the heart and not leaving part of 
yourself aside, that’s who I am. It’s about 
giving other people the opportunity to be 
vulnerable.” 

The Judaic core value of one’s 
commitment to justice shapes much of 
Leis’ philosophy as she navigates current 
political battlegrounds and polarizing issues 
such as social and emotional health of young 
people and community diversity. 

“We have to find a way to move forward 

and learn about other political perspectives 
without compromising and staying true to 
our core values,” she said. “I have a special 
interest in the neurodiverse community and 
the LGBTQ+ community and want to work 
to build on Pleasantville’s core values of 
inclusion. Multifaith and LGBTQ+ families 
need adaptation, curricula and social-
emotional support, things religious school 
tries to provide with small classes that 
(generally) public schools cannot provide.” 

Societal and educational issues are key to 

Leis who sees how Judaic spiritual tools can 
especially help young people. 

“We’ve learned about mental health 
and its connection to the uptick in youth 
suicides,” she said. “Reaching out to 
communities and their leaders can provide 
a team model to make sure a child’s 
spiritual health is tended to consciously 
and carefully. It does take a village to know 
what kids need to grow when we are all up 
against social challenges.” 

The numerous lessons from the pandemic 
have guided us how to live, Leis said. 

“We need to take those lessons and 
animate them into the future for the sake 
of our own health and wellness,” Leis 
said. “COVID showed us how to simplify 
and bring more quality to our lives. The 
pandemic also showed us the fault lines in 
our country, our health care policies and the 
plight of our essential health care workers.” 

As the pandemic became more 
manageable as summer was ending, it was a 
time that coincided with Rosh Hashana and 
the Judaic year of Shmita Torah, or “year 
of release.” That these notable events were 
concurrent with each other is significant, 
she explained.

“Shmita Torah is called a sabbatical 
year where we take a rest, don’t consume 
and focus on learning, community and 
connection,” Leis said. “Shmita Torah 
considers the perspective of getting out on 
the balcony, looking at our lives and taking 
reflection.” 

P’ville Synagogue’s Rabbi Navigates Two Congregations, Difficult Times

Rabbi Shoshana Leis, who became Pleasantville 
Community Synagogue’s part-time rabbi in 
September. She also holds a similar role at the 
Hebrew Congregation of Somers

Expert doctors close to home. 
NewYork-Presbyterian medical groups 
have you covered.

To find a doctor today, visit nyp.org/medicalgroups  
or call 914-787-2200 now.

•  Primary care physicians and specialists, including Columbia doctors
•  Over 50 office locations
•  Video visits and safe in-person appointments available
•  Same-day, early, late and weekend hours
•  Most insurance accepted
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Luci Labriola-Cuffe, chief of the fire 
training branch at the Westchester County 
Department of Emergency Services, has 
been appointed by Gov. Kathy Hochul to 
the New York State Volunteer Firefighter 
Recruitment and Retention Task Force.

The task force is charged with developing 
recommendations to help volunteer fire 
departments increase membership in 
their ranks. It will examine firefighter 
training requirements, review the success 
of programs that provide incentives to 
volunteers and suggest new ways to assist 
fire departments that are facing a decline 
in membership.

“I congratulate Chief Labriola-Cuffe on 

this appointment and thank her for being 
willing to take on this important work,” 
County Executive George Latimer said. 
“Most communities in Westchester are 
served by volunteer fire departments 
and it is critical to public safety that their 
ranks remain vital and strong.”

Labriola-Cuffe has longtime experience 
in the fire service, having served as a 
volunteer firefighter and chief of the 
Armonk Fire Department. In her role at 
DES, she oversees training provided to 
volunteer firefighters and assists with 
the delivery of training for Westchester’s 
career firefighters.

“I am honored and humbled to be 

appointed to serve on this important task 
force,” she said. “I look forward to working 
with partners from around the state to help 
develop creative and resourceful ways to 
assist our volunteer fire departments.”

DES Commissioner Richard G. Wishnie 
said Labriola-Cuffe brings tremendous 
experience to the task force. 

“Her appointment is a testament to the 
respect she has earned from all in the fire 
service in Westchester,” Wishnie said. 
“We are proud she has been selected and 
we stand ready to assist this task force in 
any way we can.”

The task force was created last year 
through legislation passed by the state 
legislature. Its other responsibilities 
include:
• Identifying incentives and outreach 

programs to assist in recruiting 
volunteer firefighters from under-
represented or at-risk populations.

• Analyzing current recruitment and 
retention programs successfully being 
utilized in other states and making 
recommendations to adopt those in 
New York.

• Examining the need for a bureau within 
the state’s Office of Fire Prevention 
and Control dedicated to volunteer 
firefighter recruitment and retention.

• Preparing a written report to the 
governor and state legislature with its 
findings and recommendations.

Of Westchester’s 59 fire departments, 41 
are all-volunteer, 14 utilize a combination 
of career and volunteer personnel and four 
are fully staffed with career firefighters.

Former Armonk Fire Chief Appointed By Hochul to State Task Force 

Chief Luci Labriola-Cuffe is administered the 
oath of office to serve on a state panel that will 
develop recommendations to bolster volunteer 
fire department membership. She was sworn in 
by Westchester County Department of Emergency 
Commissioner Richard Wishnie.We Buy Gold, Silver 
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Black Friday Week Sale!Black Friday Week Sale!

OPEN SUNDAYS IN DECEMBER NOON-5

Monday, Nov. 22 - Saturday Nov. 27
50% off

All Fine Jewelry & Sterling Silver in stock
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Watch Battery Special $4.61
Excludes watches with 4 or more screws

Limit 4 watches. With this coupon.
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Expires 12/31/21
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32 Triangle Center

Yorktown Heights, NY 10598
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TOWN OF YORKTOWN
REVISED SOLID WASTE COLLECTION SCHEDULE

FOR THE WEEK OF NOVEMBER 22-26
*NO COLLECTIONS ON THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 25th

THANKSGIVING DAY

E-WASTE/TEXTILE/TIRE DROP OFF DAYE-WASTE/TEXTILE/TIRE DROP OFF DAY

Bring your obsolete computer, TV, laptop, VCR, keyboard,  
cell phone, etc. Drop off bags filled with unwanted clothing, 

shoes, rags, towels, bed sheets, blankets, etc.
Tires without rims can be dropped off for a $5.00/tire disposal fee 

WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 15th (WEATHER PERMITTING)
7:30AM – 2:30PM (In front of Police Station)

Refuse & Recycling Department
2279 Crompond Road  (behind Police/Court)

Questions? (914) 245-4438  • www.yorktownny.org/refuserecycling

DUAL-STREAM 
RECYCLING COLLECTIONS:

Thursday collections will be picked up on 
Wednesday, November 24th

All other collections 
will remain the same

RECYCLING KITCHEN TRASH COLLECTIONS
Thursday

Collections will be picked up on:

Wednesday, November 24th
All other collections
will remain the same

REMINDER: Recyclables in  
Plastic Bags will not be collected!
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Rosehill Shopping Center
640 Columbus Avenue
� ornwood, NY 10594

Robert Artuso
(914) 741-2251

Italian American Baking
Artuso & Sons Pastry & Cafe

PLACE YOUR ORDERS EARLY 
FOR THANKSGIVING!

Assorted Pies including:
Pumpkin, Coconut Custard, 

Italian Cheesecake • Struffoli
Cupcakes • Pastries & more

Casa Rina Of ThornwoodCasa Rina Of Thornwood

We are open 7 days a week: Mon-Sat Lunch 11:30am-4pm, Mon-Thurs Dinner 4pm-10pm, 
Fri & Sat Dinner 4pm-11pm, Sunday Dinner noon-9pm

        886 Commerce St. Thornwood - 914.769.4515
www.CasaRinaRestaurant.com

The staff at Casa Rina of Thornwood would like to wish you and your family a Happy Thanksgiving

Appetizers
Cold Antipasto

Eggplant Rollatine
Fresh Mozzarella & Tomato

Clams Casino
Fried Calamari

Grilled Sausage & Broccoli Rabe

Selection of
Butternut Squash Soup

Garden Salad
Wedge Salad

Intermezzo
Lemon Sorbet

Children’s Menu
Sliced Turkey… Chicken Parmigiana…

Penne with Tomato Sauce
Kiddy Cocktail $14.95

Thanksgiving Day Menu
(5 Course Dinner)

Entrees
Sliced Turkey Breast served with apple sage stuffi  ng,

scallion mashed potatoes, cranberry sauce and gravy $40.95
Filet of Sole Menuiere served over angel hair pasta $45.95
Grilled Filet Mignon served with scallion mashed potatoes,
sautéed broccoli rabe and marsala mushroom sauce $45.95

Veal ala Casa served with sautéed string beans 
and potato croquette  $43.95

Pork Osso Buco served with gnocchi,
peas and shaved parmesan $43.95

Chicken Martini served over cavatelli $42.95
Honey Glazed Sliced Ham served with sweet mashed potatoes,
grilled asparagus, fi nished with a fresh pineapple sauce $40.95

Dessert
Assorted mini pastries and cookies

Reservations
Recommended

Katonah Shopping Center  • 270 Katonah Ave.  KatonahKatonah Shopping Center  • 270 Katonah Ave.  Katonah
(914) 232-5201(914) 232-5201

Follow us on Facebook at Fred’s Hair SalonFollow us on Facebook at Fred’s Hair Salon

The Staff at Fred’s The Staff at Fred’s 
Hair Salon Wish All Hair Salon Wish All 

Our Friends and Clients Our Friends and Clients 
A Happy and Joyful A Happy and Joyful 

Thanksgiving!Thanksgiving!

Walk-ins
Welcome!

“Bringing your Hair to Life Since 1982” 
Specializing in Children’s Haircuts

Tues. 9:30-6 Wed. 9-6 Thurs 9-7 Fri 9-6 Sat 8:30- 5Tues. 9:30-6 Wed. 9-6 Thurs 9-7 Fri 9-6 Sat 8:30- 5

Lil’ Chocolate Shoppe

Call 914-769-0771
15 Washington Ave • Pleasantville, NY

Mon-Sat 10am-6pm

Custom Holiday Orders!

Thanksgiving Chocolate Turkeys, 
Foil Turkeys and Cornucopia Center Pieces!

Thanksgiving Chocolates and Special Novelties. 
Holiday gifts made with the Finest Belgian Chocolates!

This is the place for chocolate wafers, supplies 
and much, much, more!

ALL NOVELTY 
ITEMS MADE 

WITH BELGIAN 
CHOCOLATE

SINCE 1986

Taking 
Holiday 
Orders 

Now

Hidden Treasures & Donation Center
1736 Front Street,Yorktown Hts

914-743-1314
Talk@yorktownloveinaction.com

Help us Help Those in Need!

Our annual 

Holiday Drive
will be comprised of 

universal gift cards 
and monetary 

donations

Please consider helping your neighbors 
have a happy holiday season. The deadline 

for dropping off or mailing donations is
December 23rd, 2021
Thank you! Many Blessings, 

stay healthy and safe.
The Staff at Yorktown Love in Action
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$2199$2999 $2099 $2099$3399$3299 $5199

WESTERN
SON VODKA

1.75 L

JOHNNIE 
WALKER RED

1.75 L

DEWAR’S 
SCOTCH 

1.75 L

ABSOLUT 
VODKA

1.75 L

SMIRNOFF 
VODKA

1.75 L

SVEDKA 
VODKA

1.75 L

JAMESON 
IRISH 

WHISKEY
1.75 L

SOBIESKI VOD-
KA

1.75 L

7% OFF
ANY  SINGLE

BOTTLE
SPIRIT PURCHASE
Not valid on sale items.
May not be combined 

with other o� ers.
with coupon only. 
Expires 11/30/21

LOCAL DELIVERY!
CALL FOR DETAILS

EVERYDAY 
SPECIALS
ALL TYPES

BLACK BOX 3L
$19.99

WOODBRIDGE 1.5L
$11.99

YELLOWTAIL 1.5L
$11.99

BAREFOOT 1.5L
$11.99

LINDEMAN’S 1.5L
$9.99

CLASE AZUL
REPOSADO 
TEQUILA

750 ML
$13599

DON JULIO 
1942 TEQUILA

750 ML
$14999

CAVIT 
PINOT 
GRIGIO

1.5L
$1299

JIM BEAM 
BOURBON 

1.75 L
$2999

MIONETTO 
PROSECCO

750 ML
$1199

JOHNNIE WALKER 
18YR
750 ML

$6999

WOODFORD 
RESERVE 
BOURBON 
1.75 L

$6199

JOEL GOTT 
CAB

J. LOHR 
CAB.

BOGLE 
MERLOT 

MEZZA 
CORONA 

PINOT GRIGIO

BOGLE 
CHARDONNAY 

SIMI 
CABERNET

$1599 $799$1199 $899 $1899

STAGS LEAP 
ARTEMIS 

CABERNET

RUFFINO 
CHIANTI 

TAN

KIM 
CRAWFORD 

SAUV. BLANC

KENDALL 
JACKSON 

CHARDONNAY

WOLFFER
SUMMER IN 
A BOTTLE

$5999 $2099 $1399 $1299 $2699

CAYMUS
NAPA
CAB

CAKEBREAD 
CABERNET

NAPA VALLEY

SILVER OAK
ALEXANDER 
VALLEY CAB.

SMITH & 
HOOK 
CAB

 E. GUIGAL 
COTES 

DU RHONE

SEBASTIANI 
CABERNET $7999$7499 $6999 $1699 $1399 $1499

20% OFF
A CASE OF WINE

MIX & MATCH. 
SALE ITEMS EXCLUDED

750 ML 750 ML 750 ML 750 ML 750 ML 750 ML

750 ML

$1999

MAKER’S 
MARK BOURBON

1.75 L
$5199

JACK DANIEL’S 
BOURBON

1.75 L
$4799

BASIL HAYDEN’S
BOURBON  

750 ML
$3999

JOHNNIE 
WALKER BLACK

1.75 L
$6999

WIDOW JANE 
BOURBON

750 ML
$5999

GREY GOOSE 
VODKA

1.75 L
$3999

BELVEDERE 
VODKA

1.75 L
$4699

KETEL ONE 
VODKA

1.75 L
$3999

CHOPIN 
VODKA

1.75 L
$4199

Prices good through Nov. 30, 2021 
Must present ad for sale prices

Shoprite/CVS Center • 1004 Broadway Thornwood • 914-747-8071

BOMBAY 
SAPPHIRE GIN 1.75L
OR TANQUERAY GIN

1.75L
$3999

1.5L

VEUVE 
CLICQUOT 

CHAMPAGNE

TAITTINGER   
CHAMPAGNE

MOET & 
CHANDON  

CHAMPAGNE

ROEDERER 
ESTATE BRUT 
(CALIFORNIA)

750 ML
$3999

750 ML
$2299

750 ML
$4999

750 ML
$4599

OpenOpen
Thanksgiving:Thanksgiving:
9:30am - 3:00pm9:30am - 3:00pm

Store Hours:
Mon-Sat 9:30am -9:00pm

Sunday: 12-5pm

GREY 

MARK BOURBON BOURBONBOURBON WALKER BLACK

JAMESON 

BOURBON  WALKER BLACK BOURBON  
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P’ville Farmers Market to Once Again Operate Outside This Winter
Running a farmers market outdoors in 

warm weather? Of course! But doing it in 
the winter is a different kind of challenge. 

“Last year COVID challenged us to find 
a way to continue running the market in a 
safe and efficient way as the temperatures 
dipped,” said Peter Rogovin, president 
of Foodchester, Inc., which has operated 
the Pleasantville Farmers Market year-
round since its inception in 2013. “We are 
committed to sustaining this important 
community resource, but we couldn’t find 
a suitable indoor location. So we crossed 
our fingers and decided to stay outside in 
Memorial Plaza.” 

It worked out beautifully, said Steven 
Bates, executive director of market 
operations. 

“Our producers loved it, most reporting 
dramatically higher sales,” Bates said.  “And 
our terrific customers were happy to adapt. 
Many have told me they never want us to go 
inside again.”

They’ll have plenty of products to choose 
from. Bates said there will be about 40 
vendors throughout the winter, including 
Knot of This World pretzels, Edenesque nut 
milks and Manor Sangria, along with plenty 
of regionally produced veggies, baked goods, 
meat, fish, dairy, wine and spirits.

To ensure quick, efficient and safe 
shopping, the market will rely on its online 
store, Pleasantville Farmers Market Online 
(PFM-O). 

“It’s a huge convenience to be able to shop 
and prepay for everything in advance,” Bates 

said. “Not having to stand in line to shop and 
then pull out a wallet with gloved fingers 
was a big hit with shoppers last winter.” 

Bates added that every item will be on 
PFM-O, but some producers will also bring 
products for spontaneous walk-up purchase. 
Preordering is the best way to go, he said.

After making their selections online, 
PFM-O customers pay with a single click, 
and enjoy a quick, contact-free pickup 
during their visit to vendors at the market 
each Saturday. A small pickup fee applied to 
each order helps defray software costs for 
Foodchester, a nonprofit organization run by 
volunteers and a small staff. 

PFM-O is open for pre-ordering each 
week from Tuesday at 7 p.m. until Thursday 
at 7 p.m.

As winter closes in, Bates said the market 
will open at 9 a.m. and close at 11:30 a.m. 
The shorter hours limit exposure to the cold 
for the producers and their products. 

Shoppers are encouraged to visit www.
pleasantvillefarmersmarket.org to register 
for the online store, check the list of 
participating vendors and register to receive 
the market’s weekly newsletters. 

The market will be closed on Nov. 27 to 
allow for the transition to the winter market, 
which debuts on Dec. 4. 

The Pleasantville Farmers Market, 
Westchester’s largest, has been voted “Best 
of Westchester” 2014–21, eight years in 
a row, and attracts customers from across 
the tristate area. Continually evolving to do 
what’s best for its community, the market is 

known for its wide selection of high-quality 
products, rigorous selection process and 
inspections of all participating vendors. 

Learn more at www.
pleasantvillefarmersmarket.org.

LOOK NO FURTHER!
LISTEN TO OUR SATISFIED CUSTOMERS...

VISIT OUR NEW LOCATION!

FOREIGN & DOMESTIC REPAIR/SERVICE
OIL & FILTER SERVICE
NY STATE INSPECTION  (while you wait)

3668 BARGER ST (RTE 132) • SHRUB OAK • 914.352.6090
FredsAutoRepair.com • shruboak@fredsautorepair.com

-David F. in Ossining

-Caitlin T. in Briarcliff Manor

VOTED BEST
AUTO REPAIR SHOP

Looking for a Great 
Repair Shop?

The quality of Fred’s work is really - AND I MEAN REALLY - high 
and the prices are always fair. They even gave me a ride on a busy 

daywhen I had no one to drop me off to pick up my car.

Always honest and straigtforward. Fred’s is the best!

• No Contracts or Commitments
• Oil Burner Service/Tune-ups
• Quality Heating Oil
• Senior Citizen & Volume Discounts
• Expert Burner Service
• A/C Tune-ups
• Price Matching (Restrictions apply)

The Consumer’s Choice 
for Discount Heating Oil!

Order online at: www.codoil.com

SAVE WITH OUR
LOW C.O.D.

PRICES!
CALL US TODAY AND SAVE!

914.737.7769

845.278.7070
Service@feehaninsurance.com

FeehanInsurance.com

2350 Route 6, Brewster, NY 10509

Insuring New York and Connecticut 
businesses and families for more 

than 30 years.

845.278.7070
Service@feehaninsurance.com

FeehanInsurance.com

2350 Route 6, Brewster, NY 10509

Insuring New York and Connecticut 
businesses and families for more 

than 30 years.

Thank You To All 
Our Veterans! 

CHAD DAVID KRAUS PHOTO

The Pleasantville Farmers Market will operate 
outside each Saturday for the second consecutive 
winter. The winter market will kick off on Dec. 4.

New Castle Historical Society to 
Present Holiday Train Show

The Great Holiday Train Show at the 
Horace Greeley House Museum will open 
this Saturday, Nov. 20 and run through Jan. 
9, on Saturdays and Sundays, at 11 a.m. 
and 12:30, 2 and 3:30 p.m. 

The display will feature numerous 
vintage train sets running throughout the 
festively decorated rooms of the museum. 
Visitors can enjoy such backdrops as 
a Bavarian countryside scene, the Rip 
Roaring ‘20s or ride the rails with the 

rugged Jesse James Gang.
Admission is $10 each for New Castle 

Historical Society members and $15 for 
non-members. It’s $8 for children eight 
and under. Tickets can be purchased 
online at www.newcastlehs.org/events. 

The Horace Greeley House is located 
at 100 King St. in Chappaqua. For more 
information call 914-238-4666 or e-mail 
director@newcastlehs.org.
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  We see the person, not the patient.
 A s s i s t e d  L i v i n g  &  M e m o r y  C a r e

Individualized plans

 Enhanced care capabilities

 Call to schedule a tour  (914) 275-0010

715 Dobbs Ferry Rd. Greenburgh 

c h e l s e a s e n i o r l i v i n g . c o m

Retired Teacher Writes Children’s Book From a Heartwarming Experience
By Martin Wilbur

Theresa Perna wasn’t planning on 
becoming a children’s author at her stage 
in life.

The 33-year Armonk resident who had 
been a teacher for 40 years answered 
the pleas of her four adult children, 
particularly her youngest, to write a story 
that happened decades ago.

The result was “Robbie Robin,” based 
on the true story of a baby bird that had 
fallen out of its nest on a friend’s farm 
in upstate New York that Perna and her 
family frequently visited and stayed at. 
With illustrations by Kayla Medina, it 
details how they nursed the young bird 
back to health so it could grow up to be 
independent.

“I did this as a gift to my children and 
grandchildren because they wanted that 
story to be put into book form and I thought 
it was good,” said Perna, 82. “My work 
only took me a short time but because of 
the pandemic and trying to get a publisher, 
trying to get an illustrator, that was a little 
bit difficult.”

Two years after agreeing to her family’s 
wishes, Mascot Books released “Robbie 
Robin” on Nov. 2. Its target audience is 
children six to 10 years old, although 
Perna weaves in scientific facts that she 
had researched on how to feed and care 
for a young bird and how to cope with 
happiness and loss.

But the story is one that would resonate 

with almost anyone who is old enough to 
read. Perna said she has a friend who’s 66 
who loved it.

“I’m happy about the positive response 
to it,” she said. “My main teaching 
experience was in early childhood and also 
in elementary school and so that was my 

focus when I did my book.”
While her family’s interaction with the 

bird lasted no more than three weeks, all 
these years later the experience continues 
to make a vivid impression. Her three 
oldest children were 12, 11 and seven 
years old at the time. 

However, Perna said writing a book, 
even as recently as two years ago, was not 
something that she was keen on doing. She 
was apprehensive on trying to embark on a 
project where she had no prior experience. 
Perna surmised that it was her fear of 
rejection, but thought since her children 
were so adamant that she would give it a 
try.

Interestingly, it was her youngest child, 
not even born at the time, who was perhaps 
the most enthusiastic about her getting 
the story into print. He has a friend who is 
a children’s author, who they called on for 
assistance in progressing “Robbie Robin” 
from concept to reality.

“It made for a really nice story about 
nurturing and taking care of something 
besides yourself and I thought it was a 
good children’s story,” said Perna, who 
was born and raised in Charlotte, N.C. 
before coming to New York for college. 

She and her husband, Thomas, lived in 
Yonkers for many years before moving to 
Armonk. They will be celebrating their 
60th wedding anniversary next year.

Despite having many other stories, 
Perna doesn’t anticipate there will be any 
more books even though “Robbie Robin” 

has received such positive feedback and 
some people have told that they can’t wait 
for her next work.

Instead, she will likely write her 
remaining stories and store them on her 
computer for her family’s enjoyment. 

“If I was 20 years younger, I would say 
sure I’ll let you know when it comes out,” 
Perna said. “But I’m a realist. I’m strong 
and I’m reasonably well, but I’m going to 
be 83 and I don’t think I’m going to fight 
the real truth.”

“Robbie Robin” is available on Amazon 
or by ordering it through Mascot Books 
at https://mascotbooks.com/mascot-
marketplace/buy-books/childrens/picture-
books/robbie-robin/

Armonk resident Theresa Perna with her recently 
released children’s book “Robbie Robin.”

Advertise in 
The Examiner. 
Call 864-0878 today!

get 
NOTICED!
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When my wife Margaret and I 
ran an antiques shop in Brooklyn 
Heights called The Saturday 
Shop (which was a misnomer 
because we were also open 
on Sundays), we had a weekly 
customer named Abe Stransky 
who would always buy any 
daguerreotype we happened to 
have for sale. 

(The daguerreotype was the 
first commercially successful 
photographic process, where the 
image appeared on a silvered 
copper plate.) 

Whenever we happened upon 
one from our various sources, 
we would set it aside until he 
had the opportunity to look at 
it, and he always bought whatever we 
had.  Years later, long after our shop had 
gone the way of a new venture or two, we 
read that, when he died, he left the most 
impressive collection of daguerreotypes 
ever assembled by one person. As I recall, 
the collection was auctioned off for a 
handsome return to his family.

My wife started several collections 
early in our marriage, first a collection of 
anything that had mushrooms depicted, 
then small ceramic boxes. As for me, I was 
drawn to children’s playing marbles from 
the 1800s and early 1900s and collected a 
significant number of them. To me, they 
are beautiful as objects, but more than 

that, they represent the pleasure 
of children who came long before 
me.

Identifying the reasons for 
people collecting was merely 
guesswork on my part, so I did 
some research online to learn 
why people collect. I learned of 
the theories that the value of 
their collections is not monetary 
but emotional. The collections 
may allow people to relive 
their childhoods or connect 
themselves to a certain period 
or to a time they feel strongly 
about. 

Some collect for the thrill of 
the hunt. Collecting is a quest, 
a lifelong pursuit that can never 

be completed Also, collecting may provide 
psychological security by filling a part of 
the self that one feels is missing. Motives 
may not be mutually exclusive; rather, 
different motives may combine for each 
collector for a multitude of reasons. 

My research discovered the most 
common reasons people collect things 
for knowledge and learning, relaxation 
and stress reduction, personal pleasure 
(including appreciation of beauty and 
pride of ownership) and social interaction 
with fellow collectors and others (i.e., the 
sharing of pleasure and knowledge), which 
is more my personal reason for collecting. 

It may also present a competitive 

challenge or they may receive recognition 
by fellow collectors and perhaps even 
non-collectors. Altruism is another 
motivation, since many great collections 
are ultimately donated to museums and 
learning institutions, or the desire to 
control, possess and bring order to a small 
part of the world.

For others collecting represents 
nostalgia and/or a connection to history 
(also a reason for me) or accumulation 
and diversification of wealth, which can 

ultimately provide a 
measure of security.

The majority of 
collectors often reap 
several of these benefits, 
though some may invest 
excessive amounts of time, 
energy and discretionary 
funds. For some, it can be 
addictive.

My most recent interest 
for collecting may be 
considered somewhat 
specific, since it involves 
games people played – 
carpet balls that were all 
the rage in the late 19th 
and early 20th century. 
Not only are they beautiful 
in their varied designs, 
but invite the owner to 
once again use them for 
what they were intended – 
playing. Be assured that I 

intend to do exactly that with them.
Bill Primavera is a realtor associated with 

William Raveis Real Estate and founder 
of Primavera Public Relations, Inc., the 
longest running public relations agency in 
Westchester (www.PrimaveraPR.com). His 
real estate site is www.PrimaveraRealEstate.
com. To engage the services of The Home 
Guru and his team to market your home for 
sale, call 914-522-2076.

Finding Items to Collect for All Different Types of Reasons

Autumn Is Here!
Don’t FALL Behind On

Your Home Projects Before 
Another Winter Arrives!

Your Home Projects Before 

Lower Your Heating Bills!
Install Our Energy Ef� cient
Siding, Windows & Roo� ng

914•271•9119

2010 Albany Post Road, Croton-on-Hudson, NY
www.miraclehomeimprovements.com

WC. Lic. #10415H99
P.C. Lic. #1817
YNK 307 
H-12519-07-23-00

FINANCING OPTIONS FROM

Visit our large offi ce & showroom to see the variety of
products on display, or we will bring our showroom to you

ROOFING • WINDOWS • SIDING • DOORS • SKYLIGHTS
DECKS • SEAMLESS GUTTERS • LEADERS • REPAIRS

Family Run. Owner Supervision on All Jobs.
Exceptional Quality and Service at Aff ordable Prices

Robert & Mary Sniff en, Owners

• boats • jet skis • patio furniture • grills & fountains • motorcycles 
• construction & landscaping equipment

Protect your Investments.
We wrap anything Mother Nature can harm!

203-740-0175 • 914-714-3417 • SHRINKWRAPMYSTUFF.COM

30 
YEARS
EXPERIENCE

INSURED

Call to Schedule Today!

10  OFF
Furniture Shrinkwrap 

(IF DONE BY OCTOBER 30) 

%

203-740-0175 • 914-714-3417 • SHRINKWRAPMYSTUFF.COM

BILL PRIMAVERA PHOTO

A collection of playing marbles gathered and enjoyed on his coffee 
table by The Home Guru.

SMALL NEWS IS BIG NEWS
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Call UnitedHealthcare today to see if you’re eligible 
to enroll in a Dual Special Needs plan today.

1-855-269-7032, TTY 711
8 a.m.–8 p.m., 7 days a week.  
uhccp.com/NYdual

There’s more for you. Call today.

Benefits, features and/or devices vary by plan/area. Limitations and exclusions apply. Depending on your level of Medicaid eligibility, costs may vary. Plans are insured through 
UnitedHealthcare Insurance Company or one of its affiliated companies, a Medicare Advantage organization with a Medicare contract and a contract with the State Medicaid Program. 
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There’s so much to take advantage of when you’re a UnitedHealthcare® plan 
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pharmacies you know and trust. That’s why we at UnitedHealthcare are happy to 
announce that starting December 1 our Dual Complete® plan provider network will 
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Dual Complete® plans from UnitedHealthcare may also include:

$150 a month on a prepaid card 
for OTC and covered groceries 
in-store or online

$0 copay for 1 routine eye exam 
and $200 allowance for eyewear

Up to 42 meals for 14 days, 
delivered one time a year after a 
hospital stay

Up to $1,000 for covered types 
of preventive and comprehensive 
dental

Choose a Dual Special Needs plan with 
a network that includes Montefiore 
Medical Center beginning December 1
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Bruce Heller of Halston Media is the chair 
of the Arthritis Foundation’s 2021 Jingle Bell 
Run at Westchester Community College in 
Valhalla on Dec. 4.

As chair, Heller will provide leadership to 
help the community reach its fundraising goal 
of $95,000. Jingle Bell Run is the original fun 
holiday-timed 5K for charity where everyone 
makes their own festive fashion statement to 
raise awareness and funds for arthritis, which 
touches the lives of one in four Americans. 

More than 400 locals are expected to 
participate in this year’s run, scheduled for 
Saturday, Dec. 4. Participants will support 
the Arthritis Foundation in its dedication to 
raising awareness and funds for research, 
resources and a cure. In New York State, 
nearly two million people live with arthritis 
and need support.  

“The pain of arthritis may not be visible, 
but it is incredibly real and the leading cause 
of disability in America,” said Heller, who is 
also the parent of a juvenile arthritis warrior. 
“By supporting the Arthritis Foundation’s 
Jingle Bell Run, we will raise funds to help 
find a cure and eradicate arthritis once and for 
all.”   

Heller is a longtime Arthritis Foundation 
volunteer and was chosen as this year’s 
chair because of his strong leadership skills, 
passion for helping others and dedication to 
removing the burden of arthritis from the 
community.   

Heller’s son, Jared, was diagnosed with 
juvenile idiopathic arthritis just before his 
third birthday. In 2007 and 2008, Heller ran 
the New York City Marathon and raised 
more than $22,000 for the Juvenile Arthritis 
Research Fund. In 2015, Jared was the 
Westchester Jingle Bell Run Youth honoree 
and the Heller family has been raising 
awareness and significant funding for the 
Arthritis Foundation for nearly a decade.

Leading the fight for the arthritis 
community, the Arthritis Foundation helps 
conquer daily battles through life-changing 
information and resources, access to 
optimal care, advancements in science and 
community connections. The foundation’s 
goal is to chart a winning course, guiding 
families in developing personalized plans for 
living a full life and making each day another 
stride toward a cure. 

The 2021 Jingle Bell Run is nationally 
sponsored by AbbVie, Janssen, Johnson 
& Johnson and Novartis. Local sponsors 
include Northwell, Everyday Health, 
Amgen, Ivy Rehab, Rothman Orthopedics, 
MVP Health, The Bristal Assisted Living 
and more. 

To learn more and register for the 
Westchester Jingle Bell Run, visit www.jbr.
org/westchester or contact Nancy Sorbella 
at 1-929-446-0939. To learn more about the 
fight to cure arthritis, visit www.arthritis.
org.

Arthritis Foundation’s Jingle 
Bell Run Welcomes New Chair 
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COLLISION REPAIR • NYS INSPECTION • AIR CONDITIONING • WHEEL ALIGNMENT & BALANCING PREVENTIVE MAINTENANCE • TOWING • TIRE CENTER • LIGHT DUTY VEHICLE SPECIALISTS

Your Complete Automotive Service Center

ALL SERVICES by Appointment ONLY. MUST Mention Special when Dropping off Vehicle. ALL SPECIALS EXPIRE 11/30/2021

When Down Time is
NOT AN OPTION...

We’ll get you back in business!
Fleet, Vans, Boxes and Light Duty Trucks
BRING YOUR VEHICLE TO US ORWE'LL COME TO YOU

IT’S BEGINNING TO FEEL A LOT LIKEWINTER
WITHWINTER IN THE FORECAST,
BRING YOU VEHICLE IN FOR A TIRE INSPECTION
DON’TWAIT TIL THERE’S SNOW& ICE
PROPER TIRE INFLATION IS IMPORTANT
ASWELL AS TIRE TREAD, AND ALIGNMENT
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BUMPER TO BUMPER SPECIAL
OIL & FILTER CHANGE
UP TO 5 QTS. FULL SYNTHETIC MOTOR OIL
MOST CARS OR LIGHT DUTY TRUCKS

SYNTHETIC OIL EXTRA

CHECK
BATTERY, FLUIDS, BELTS, HOSES, BRAKES, STRUTS, SHOCKS,

TIRES, WIPERS, LIGHTS ENGINE HEALTH REPORT

$29.95
plus tax �MIGHT BETIME FOR
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TIRE SPECIALS GOOD THROUGH NOVEMBER 30TH

By Rick Pezzullo

A local special needs educator and 
author received more than quality care 
during a recent stay at Bethel Nursing 
and Rehabilitation.

Cristina Ortolani needed short-term 
rehabilitation following an injury, but 
ended up with a life experience that 
healed her body and soul.

As she was working with a recreation 
therapist, Ortolani mentioned she 
recently published her first children’s 
book called “Turtle and Bird Spring.” 
The book is a story about an unusual 
friendship between an eastern box turtle 
and a song sparrow that begins on a 
backyard compost pile. 

As their friendship grows, they learn 
how to accept the limitations of their 
differences, how to support each other 
through challenging times and grow to 
care deeply for each other even while 
separated.

A simple message of learning, 
according to Ortolani: “How people 
can be friends even though they are 
different.”

When Ortolani asked if anyone at 
Bethel might enjoy listening to her book, 
the therapist suggested the Memory 
Care Unit might be the perfect spot 

and arranged an event. The residents 
were mesmerized as Ortolani gave each 
character a unique voice and brought 
each of them to life.

Ortolani has been discharged from 
Bethel but she plans to return to 
volunteer, along with participating in the 
Bell Choir therapeutic.

Bethel has two locations in Croton-
on-Hudson and Ossining and offers 
a variety of housing and health care 
services for seniors.

Children’s Author Finds Sharing 
Best Therapy at Bethel

Cristina Ortolani
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A brief mention was made in the last 
issue of the passing of Paddy Moloney, co-
founder and lead composer and arranger 
for the Irish musical group The Chieftains, 
along with a promise to do Paddy more 
justice in a future article. This week we 
fulfill that promise.

If you don’t know who The Chieftains 
are, it’s sorry I am for your loss. Famous 
the world over, the band 
has been delighting 
audiences for more than 
50 years, and in that time 
have been one of the most 
profound driving forces 
behind the revival of Irish 
traditional music. They 
have been instrumental 
in introducing it to 
audiences far and wide, 
of every nationality and 
ethnic derivation.  

The list of their 
accomplishments is epic: 
44 albums produced, 
beginning with their first 
in 1964, and continuing 
to their last release, 
“Voice of Ages,” in 2012; renowned film 
soundtracks; live performances; and 
collaborations ranging from The Rolling 
Stones to Luciano Pavarotti. At the heart 
of the band, cradling his uilleann pipes 
and his tin whistles, sat Dublin-born 
Paddy Moloney, a musical genius if ever 
there was one, and a thoroughly charming 

character.
Coming from a family with strong 

musical roots, Moloney early on was 
strongly influenced by another giant of 
Irish traditional music, Sean O’Riada. He 
joined O’Riada’s musical group, Ceoltóirí 
Chualann, in the late 1950s. Moloney and a 
group of like-minded musicians, including 
Sean Potts and Michael Tubridy, then 

formed The Chieftains in 
November 1962.

Their first album, 
“The Chieftains,” was 
released two years later. 
My first exposure to The 
Chieftains came with 
their fifth album, “The 
Chieftains 5,” released 
in 1975. It was this 
album that sparked their 
true breakthrough to 
international acclaim. 

For me, it was a 
revelation. Though I 
grew up in a family proud 
of its Irish roots, we had 
become “Americanized” 

over time. The Irish 
music we listened to was that of John 
McCormack, or Irish-American “stage 
hall” music, or later The Clancy Brothers, 
as they rode the American folk music 
revival to fame. 

So, it was a strange voyage to sail 
through an album of Irish music that had 
not a single vocal track upon it, and be 

entranced with the magic 
of uilleann pipes, fiddles, 
flutes, tin whistles, the harp 
and the bodhran drum. I was 
hooked, and almost 50 years 
later, still am. 

Though the band often 
veered in slightly different 
directions than a purely 
traditional style would 
dictate, and drew some 
criticism from purists as 
a result, they were key 
players in reviving a popular 
interest in the reels, jigs and 
harp tunes of pre-famine Gaelic Ireland. 
And under Moloney’s influence they 
charted a course to a different, and totally 
vibrant, manner of playing the music than 
any others had done before.

Moloney was born on Aug. 1, 1938, the 
Celtic feast of Lughnasadh. His father, 
John, was an accountant, his mother, 
Catherine, a homemaker. 
She bought him a tin 
whistle when he was six, 
and he was off to the races. 
At eight he was learning 
the uilleann pipes, one of Irish music’s 
most difficult instruments. His teacher 
was Leo Rowsome, known as the “king of 
the pipers.” And Paddy became a master of 
it, as well as the tin whistle, the bodhran 
drum and the button accordion.

Under Moloney’s leadership, the band 
won six Grammy Awards, as they shifted 

from pure tradition to 
innovative collaborations 
with non-Irish groups, 
blending different musical 
traditions together to 
produce sounds truly unique. 
A major love of Moloney’s 
was American country 
music, and he performed 
with artists such as Emmy 
Lou Harris and Earl Scruggs. 
He was also a fan of, and 
beloved by, Mick Jagger and 
The Rolling Stones and Paul 
McCartney as well.

Moloney died on Oct. 21 in a Dublin 
hospital, survived by his wife Rita O’Reilly, 
two sons, one daughter, a sister and four 
grandchildren. He and his wife were one 
year short of a 60th wedding anniversary. 
He was 83 years young.  

Rest assured, Paddy is still playing his 
pipes, only now in an “Angel Band.”

Pleasantville resident 
Brian McGowan was born 
and raised in the Bronx, and 
is a second-, third- and fifth-
generation Irish-American/

Canadian, as his immigrant ancestors 
followed several paths to the New World. 
Reach him at brian.m.mcgowan1952@
gmail.com or on Twitter (@Bmcgowan52M). 
He is the author of two books, “Thunder at 
Noon,” about the battle of Waterloo, and 
“Love, Son John,” about World War II. Both 
are available at Amazon.com.

Paddy Moloney: A Giant Departs, Leaving a Rich Musical Heritage
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“The place to turn in your time of need!”

Across
1. Motley Crue’s genre, with 
rock
5. Handheld
8. ‘’Nothing doing!’’
11. Emirates, for short
12. Prepared carefully
14. Ref’s call, abbr.
15. Former NY governor or 
Putnam auto body
shop
17. Puts back in office
18. Wet-dry ___ (cleaning 
equipment)
20. “Caught you!”
21. Belonging to the “man who 
loves a woman”
or Mt. Kisco garden center -____ Nursery
25. Edible seaweed
27. Ceiling
28. Obstructs
31. The whole shebang
32. Subjects to chemical analysis
33. Napoleonic marshal
34. Distort

Down
1. Econ. indicator, abbr.
2. Laughter on the internet, abbr.
3. With no delay
4. Kings of the butterfly world?
5. Plotted overthrow
6. Territory divided into two states

7. Time without end
9. Feed the kitty
10. Sampras of tennis
13. East Coast state (abbr.)
16. Make a new valuation of
18. Macho
19. In an acerbic manner
21. Fashion capital
22. Tuna type
23. Austen heroine
24. Chops off
26. Neighbor of Minn., abbr.
29. Optometrist’s interest
30. Opposite NNE

Answers on page 26

Crossword

Buy Myles Mellor’s easy, super easy, medium crosswords, family puzzle books, 
word searches and cryptograms at www.ilovecrosswords.com

Paddy Moloney 1938-2021
Irish Eclectic

By Brian McGowan
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ANTIQUES & ART/COLLECTIBLES

MOST CASH PAID FOR 
paintings, antiques, furniture, 
silver, sculpture, jewelry books, 
cameras, records, instruments, 
coins, watches, gold, comics, 
sports cards, etc. PLEASE CALL 
AARON AT 914-235-0302

ATTORNEY

DIVORCE $389 - Uncontested 
divorce papers prepared. Only one 
signature required. Poor person 
Application included if applicable. 
Separation agreements. Custody 
and support petitions. 518-274-
0380.

AUTO DONATIONS

Drive Out Breast Cancer: 
Donate a car today! The benefits 
of donating your car or boat: Fast 
Free Pickup - 24hr Response Tax 
Deduction - Easy To Do! Call 
24/7: 855-905-4755

ANTIQUES & ART/COLLECTIBLES

**COMIC BOOKS WANTED! 
TOP PRICES PAID!** 30 years 
experience. Reliable and honest! 
Call or Text:  917-699-2496, 
or e-mail: smileLP@aol.com.  
Thanks.

BUYING/SELLING

Buying diamonds, gold, silver, 
all fine jewelry and watches, coins, 
paintings, better furs, complete 
estates. We simply pay more! Call 
Barry 914-260-8783 or e-mail 
Americabuying@aol.com

EDUCATION / CAREER TRAIN-
ING

TRAIN AT HOME TO DO 
MEDICAL BILLING! Become a 
Medical Office Professional online 
at CTI! Get Trained, Certified 
& ready to work in months! Call 
855-543-6440. (M-F 8am-6pm 
ET)

COMPUTER & IT TRAINING 
PROGRAM! Train ONLINE to get 
the skills to become a Computer 
& Help Desk Professional now! 
Grants and Scholarships available 
for certain programs for qualified 
applicants. Call CTI for details! 
(844) 947-0192 (M-F 8am-6pm 
ET)

GOLD / SILVER WANTED

HIGHEST PRICE$ PAID - 
Visit West- chester’s Top Buyer 
for Gold, Silver, Diamonds, Coins 
& Currency, Watches, Jewelry. 
Licensed, Professional, No 
Appointment Necessary. 
Tuesdays-Saturdays 10am-
6pm, Mt. Kisco Gold & Silver, 

139E Main Street. 914-244-
9500

HEALTH

ATTENTION MEDICARE 
RECIPIENTS! Open Enrollment 
for Medicare health plans is here! 
Call our licensed insurance agents 
for an affordable quote for your 
needed coverage. Call for a no 
obligation free quote now! 844-
808-9374 (TTY: 711)

VIAGRA & CIALIS! 60 pills 
for $99. 100 pills for $150. FREE 
shipping. Money back guaranteed! 
1-855-579-8907

HOME IMPROVEMENT

The Generac PWRcell, a 
solar plus battery storage system. 
SAVE money, reduce your reliance 
on the grid, prepare for power 
outages and power your home. Full 
installation services available. $0 
Down Financing Option. Request a 
FREE, no obligation, quote today. 
Call 888-871-0194

Never Pay For Covered 
Home Repairs Again! Complete 
Care Home Warranty COVERS 
ALL MAJOR SYSTEMS AND 
APPLIANCES. 30 DAY RISK 
FREE. $200.00 OFF + 2 FREE 
Months! 866-440-6501

Eliminate gutter cleaning 
forever! LeafFilter, the most 
advanced debris-blocking gutter 
protection. Schedule a FREE 
LeafFilter estimate today.   15% 
off and 0% financing for those who 
qualify. PLUS Senior & Military 
Discounts. Call 1-877-763-2379

LEGAL NOTICES

Notice is hereby given that a 
license, number Pending  for beer, 
cider, liquor and wine  has been 
applied for by Jazz On Main Inc.
to sell beer, cider, liquor and wine, 
at retail in a Club/ restaurant under 
the Alcoholic Beverage Control 
Law at 37 S Moger Av Mt Kisco 
NY , Westchester County for on 
premises consumption.
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REQUEST A FREE QUOTE!

877-516-1160

Prepare for 
power outages 
with a Generac 
home standby 
generator

FREE
7-Year Extended Warranty*
A $695 Value! 

Limited Time O� er - Call for Details

Special Financing Available 
Subject to Credit Approval 
*To qualify, consumers must request a quote, purchase,  install and activate the 
generator with a participating dealer. Call for a full list of terms and conditions. 

One touch of a button 
sends help fast, 24/7.

alone
I’m never

Life Alert® is always 
here for me.

I’ve fallen and I can’t get up!

®

Help at Home

sends help fast, 24/7.
with GPS!

Help On-the-Go

For a FREE brochure call: 

1-800-404-9776

Saving a Life EVERY 11 MINUTES

Batteries Never Need Charging.

from Physicians Mutual Insurance Company

Call to get your FREE Information Kit

1-855-225-1434
Dental50Plus.com/nypress

Product not available in all states. Includes the Participating (in GA: Designated) Providers and Preventive Benefits 
Rider. Acceptance guaranteed for one insurance policy/certificate of this type. Contact us for complete details about 
this insurance solicitation. This specific offer is not available in CO, NY; call 1-800-969-4781 or respond for similar offer. 
Certificate C250A (ID: C250E; PA: C250Q); Insurance Policy P150 (GA: P150GA; NY: P150NY; OK: P150OK; TN: P150TN). Rider 
kinds: B438, B439 (GA: B439B).
6208-0721

DENTAL Insurance

Order Now! 1.844.615.2744 ask for 65658PTN
OmahaSteaks.com/TheGift1246

*Savings shown over aggregated single
item base price. Standard S&H applies. 

©2021 Omaha Steaks, Inc. Exp. 12/31/21

The Delightful Gift
4 Butcher’s Cut Top Sirloins (5 oz.)
4 Filet Mignon Burgers (5.3 oz.)
4 Boneless Chicken Breasts (1 lb. pkg.)
4 Gourmet Jumbo Franks (3 oz.)
4 Individual Scalloped Potatoes (3.8 oz.)
4 Caramel Apple Tartlets (4 oz.)
1 jar Signature Seasoning (3.1 oz. jar)
8 FREE Filet Mignon Burgers (5.3 oz.)
65658PTN   separately $223.93*

SPECIAL INTRODUCTORY PRICE $9999

Get 8 FRee filet mignon burgers
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Demanding payment with apps like Cash 
App, Venmo and Zelle is now the favorite 
dirty trick of scammers who contact Con 
Edison customers to steal their money.

Scammers call the company’s customers 
and tell them they must make an immediate 
payment using a payment app to avoid 
having their service shut off.

Con Edison does not accept payment 
via these platforms and does not demand 
immediate payment. Any customer who 
gets a request to pay a Con Edison bill 
by Cash App, Venmo, Zelle or a similar 
platform should hang up the phone.

“The emergence of payment apps as 
the favorite method of scammers shows 
how inventive these people are,” said 
James Duggan, a department manager in 
Con Edison’s corporate security group. 
“They never stop looking for dirty tricks 
they can use to steal from our customers. 
We want to be just as relentless in urging 
our customers to recognize signs that 
someone is a scammer.”

Con Edison gets complaints every day 
from customers who received calls from 
impostors claiming to be from the company 
and demanding money.

It is an expensive and painful problem. 
In 2021, scammers have stolen more than 
$550,000 from Con Edison customers, 
But the problem is probably much more 
widespread, as the company believes that 

many people who are targeted do not file 
complaints.

The scammers target residential and 
business customers in all parts of Con 
Edison’s New York City and Westchester 
County service area. Spanish-speaking 
customers often receive calls from 
scammers who are fluent in Spanish.

Scam callers can even make a Con 
Edison phone number show up on the 
customer’s caller ID.

Con Edison is joining more than 140 
electric, gas and water providers from 
North America in dedicating this week 
to educating customers on how to avoid 
becoming a victim. The companies, 
members of Utilities United Against 
Scams, have declared the week Utility 
Scam Awareness Week and this Wednesday 
Utility Scam Awareness Day.

The theme of this year’s campaign is 
End the Call, End the Scam. Customers 
who receive a suspicious call should hang 
up and dial 1-800-75-CONED to check as 
to whether the call was legitimate.

Those targeted by scams can also notify 
their local police department or the New 
York State Public Service Commission at 
800-342-3377.

Though scammers are trying new tricks, 
they’re still using their old tricks.

The company still gets reports of 
calls from scammers who instruct the 

customer to buy a pre-paid card to avoid an 
immediate service turnoff. These callers 
sometimes point the customer to a store 
that sells pre-paid cards.

Once the customer puts money on the 
card and provides the scammer with the 
card number, the scammer steals the 
money. 

Con Edison does not accept payment 
by pre-paid debit cards, MoneyGram or 
similar transfers. 

Never arrange payment or divulge 
account or personal information, including 
debit or credit card information, over 
the phone unless you are certain you are 
speaking to Con Edison. 

When a customer gives money to a 
scammer, the scammer will often claim 
that the payment did not go through and 
demand another payment. The company 
has gotten reports from customers who 
provided multiple payments totaling 
thousands of dollars to a scammer.

Sometimes impostors go to a customer’s 

home or business and try to get money by 
saying the customer is delinquent on Con 
Edison bills and threatening a service 
turnoff.

If someone comes to your home or 
business claiming to be from Con Edison, 
ask for identification. 

Customers should also be aware of these 
scammer tactics:
• A scammer may call a business 

or residential customer and say 
a computer glitch prevented the 
customer’s payments from being 
recorded. These scammers then urge 
the customer to buy a pre-paid card. 

• Someone calls and says the customer 
owes Con Edison a deposit for a smart 
meter. The caller tells the customer to 
make an immediate payment by Bitcoin. 
This scam usually targets businesses. 
Con Edison does not require deposits 
for smart meters or accept payment by 
Bitcoin.

• Some impostors who knock on a 
residential customer’s door try to 
talk their way inside to steal or even 
commit an assault.

Con Edison’s website, www.coned.com, 
offers approved options for bill payment. 

If you are suspicious that a Con Edison 
impostor called you or showed up at your 
home or business demanding payment, call 
1-800-75-CONED.

Con Edison Warns Public of Scam Artists Using Payment Apps
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MISCELLANEOUS

BEST SATELLITE TV with 2 
Year Price Guarantee! $59.99/mo 
with 190 channels and 3 months 
free premium movie channels! 
Free next day installation! Call 
888-508-5313

RENTAL APARTMENTS

Shared Rental in White 
Plains. Looking for a third young 
Lady, student or professional office 
worker to share a three bedroom 
apartment near Pace University. 
Parking, Laundry, Garden. Leave a 
message for Marie at (914) 723-
6660.

TV INTERNET PHONE

Get DIRECTV! ONLY $69.99/
month! 155 Channels & 1000s of 
Shows/Movies On Demand (w/
SELECT All Included Package.) 
PLUS Stream on Up to FIVE 
Screens Simultaneously at No 
Additional Cost. Call DIRECTV 
1-888-534-6918

DISH TV $64.99 For 190 
Channels + $14.95 High Speed 
Internet. Free Installation, Smart 
HD DVR Included, Free Voice 
Remote. Some restrictions apply.  
Promo Expires 1/21/22.  1-888-
609-9405
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Give Something  
that Means
Something®

STRONG AS STEEL WITH THE 
ATTRACTIVE LOOK OF VARIOUS 
ROOF STYLES

Upgrade Your Home with a

NEW METAL ROOF 
Guaranteed to Last a Lifetime!

From Dimensional Shingles to classic styles 
reminiscent of Cedar Shake and Spanish Tile, an 
architectural roo� ng system by Erie Metal Roofs 
can enhance the beauty of your home while 
protecting your family and property for a lifetime.

Call today to schedule your 

FREE ESTIMATE 1-855-492-6084
Made in 
the USA

New orders only. Does not include material costs. Cannot be combined with any 
other offer. Minimum purchase required. Other restrictions may apply. This is an 
advertisement placed on behalf of Erie Construction Mid-West, Inc (“Erie”). Offer 
terms and conditions may apply and the offer may not be available in your area. 
Offer expires December 31st 2021. If you call the number provided, you consent 
to being contacted by telephone, SMS text message, email, pre-recorded messages 
by Erie or its affiliates and service providers using automated technologies notwith-
standing if you are on a DO NOT CALL list or register. Please review our Privacy 
Policy and Terms of Use on homeservicescompliance.com. All rights reserved.

LIMITED TIME OFFER

60%off
TAKE AN ADDITIONAL 

10% off

YOUR INSTALLATION

Install for Military, Health 
Workers and First Responders

+

Warranty- Limited Lifetime. 
Transferable to 1 subsequent 
owner from original purchaser. 
Terms and conditions apply. 
Hail up to 2.5”, Appearance 
of the surface coating beyond 
normal wear and tear. 

Limited time offer.
Expires 12.31.21

REQUEST A FREE QUOTE! 

$0 DOWN FINANCING OPTIONS!**

Prepare for 
Power Outages 
& Save Money

ACT NOW
TO RECEIVE
A $300 SPECIAL 
OFFER!*

(888) 871-0194

*O� er value when purchased at retail. 
**Financing available through authorized Generac partners.
Solar panels sold separately.

REQUEST A FREE QUOTE! 

$0 DOWN FINANCING OPTIONS!**

**Financing available through authorized Generac partners.

PWRcell, Generac’s fully-integrated 
solar + battery storage system, stores 
solar energy that can power your whole 
home during utility power outages and 
save you money on your electric bill.
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America’s opioid crisis has been steadily 
mounting over the past 20 years, claiming 
hundreds of thousands of lives with it. 

As a future anesthesiologist, Justin 
Diamond, a fourth-year medical student at 
the Donald and Barbara Zucker School of 
Medicine at Hofstra/Northwell, welcomed 
the opportunity to be a part of the solution. 
Physicians at Northwell Health’s Northern 
Westchester Hospital (NWH) in Mount 
Kisco invited Diamond to co-author a study 
that would become the hospital’s first step 
in combatting the opioid epidemic locally. 

The study, published in the May 2021 
Journal of Opioid Management, involved 
more than 300 patients treated at the 
facility’s Ambulatory Surgery Center 
(ASC) during three months and the 
participation of surgeons and nurses from 
across multiple specialties.

“The study will help Northern 
Westchester physicians gain deeper 
awareness into prescribing practices and 
the amount and type of pain medication 
used by patients,” explained Diamond, 
who hopes to begin his residency in 
anesthesiology after graduating next May. 
“It’s also important to make patients aware 
that they are not required to take all of the 
prescribed pain medication if their pain is 
adequately controlled.” 

The Centers for Disease Control and 

Prevention (CDC) reported the most 
common drugs involved in prescription 
opioid overdose deaths are methadone, 
oxycodone and hydrocodone. According to 
the study’s lead investigator, Dr. Warren 
Bromberg, director for the Center for 
Robotic Surgery and chief, Division of 
Urology at Northern Westchester Hospital, 
the team’s local findings are consistent 
with other nationwide studies published 
on opioid prescription and use. 

“We found that, on average, patients 
only consumed one-third of the prescribed 
opioids, yet they had very high (pain) 
satisfaction scores,” explained Bromberg,

He also noted that few patients called 
for additional opioids. 

“Many patients in the study specifically 
looked to non-opioid options to relieve 
pain post-surgery,” he said.  

Bromberg pointed out that nationally 
published data reveals surgeons prescribe 
10 percent of the opioids in this country, 
and 2 to 6 percent of patients prescribed 
opioids may be at risk of becoming 
chronic users. With more than 50 million 
ambulatory surgeries performed annually 
in the U.S., about two million patients are 
at risk for persistent opioid use. 

The findings in the local study 
corroborate with nationwide studies 
indicating a wide variation of prescribing 

practices by physicians across states 
without widely accepted, evidence-
based, post-operative opioid prescribing 
guidelines. Bromberg is currently working 
with NWH administrators to develop 
a model for prescribing standards and 
patient education that will help lead the 
way for hospitals across the country.            

“We have culled the literature and 
combined the data with our study and 
are in the process of creating prescribing 
guidelines for all surgeons within the 
ASC,” explained Bromberg, adding that 
the focus at his hospital is on physician 
and patient education. “We are creating 
brochures for our patients for perioperative 
pain management that include non-opioid 
pain management options. We are also 
evaluating several options for convenient 
disposal of unused opioids for our 
patients.”

Initiatives to bring prescribing practices 
in line with patient opioid usage, such as 
those implemented at NWH, will help 
reduce medication waste, the cost of 
care and decrease the risk of medications 
ending up in the wrong hands. 

“The opioid epidemic has caused a lot of 
suffering and death,” said Diamond, who 
recognizes that unused prescribed opioids 
pose significant health consequences. 

“I would like to see guidelines for 

surgeons in the future so more opioid 
pain medications don’t end up in kitchen 
cabinets, where they can be unnecessarily 
diverted into the community.”

The study is the first published by 
Diamond, who learned about the project 
while shadowing at Lenox Hill Hospital in 
New York City. 

“As a Zucker School of Medicine student, 
I’m incredibly fortunate to have access 
to a large health network with so many 
different physicians,” said Diamond, who 
hopes to match with a residency program 
in New York. “It’s essential for us to learn 
in medical school how to conduct research 
and present it in articles. It’s an important 
skill that can only be acquired through 
practice.”

The achievements of 44 senior citizens 
from throughout Westchester will be 
recognized at the 39th Annual Senior 
Citizens Hall of Fame Awards on Friday, 
Dec. 3 at 11:30 a.m.  

This year’s program names Judy Fink of 
Purchase and Lloyd Cort of Greenburgh 
with top honors. This will be the second 
year that the event will be live-streamed 
virtually via the Westchester Public Private 
Partnership for Aging Services website.

“It is my honor to commend this active 
group of Westchester County residents, and 
induct them into our Senior Citizens Hall of 
Fame for their dedication and commitment 
to our communities,” said County Executive 
George Latimer. This longstanding tradition 
is a simple way for us to say thank you, and 
recognize top honorees like Mr. Cort and 
Ms. Fink for their time, energy and promise 
to enhancing the quality of life of those 
around them.”

The residents are all at least 60 years old. 
The year’s class includes 18 nominees over 
the age of 80, and four over the age of 90. 
The oldest nominee this year is 93.

Department of Senior Programs and 
Services (DSPS) Commissioner Mae 
Carpenter said the achievements of the 
honorees show the importance of people 
giving back to their communities and to 
each other. 

“The honorees show that age is never 

a deterrent to being a vital member of 
our society,” Carpenter said. “In fact, 
it’s an advantage because of the life 
experiences they bring with them. Their 
generous contributions have helped to 
make Westchester County one of the most 
senior-friendly places in the world.”

Nearly 1,250 seniors have been inducted 
since the Hall of Fame was established.

Among this year’s award recipients, four 
seniors will receive special recognition: 
Dr. Sanat Dagli of Irvington, Jim Dolan of 
Verplanck, Joyce May Henery, of Yonkers 
and William (Billy) Thomas, of Mount 
Vernon. 

To be nominated, seniors must have 
made significant and enduring contributions 
to enhance Westchester’s quality of life 
through their professional work, volunteer 
achievements or both. Nominations were 
made by members of the community, and 
the honorees are selected by a panel of 
judges. The names of past honorees are 
engraved on plaques that are permanently 
displayed at the DSPS office in Mount 
Vernon

Event can be viewed from the www.
westchesterpartnership.org website. 
For sponsorships and more information, 
contact Rose Cappa at rose@
theeventdepartmentny.com or 914- 747-
0519.

Zucker School of Medicine Student Joins NWH to End Opioid Abuse

Crossword 
Answers

Westchester to Honor 44 Inductees Into Senior Hall of Fame

Armonk: Marian Hamilton
Chappaqua: Joan S Lang
Cortlandt Manor: Wilfredo A. Perez
Croton-on-Hudson: Lindsay Audin, Dr. Heena Rajdeo  
Dobbs Ferry: William (Bill) Florin
Eastchester: Arlene Gruber
Granite Springs: Nancy J. Gerbino
Greenburgh: Lloyd R. Cort 
Harrison: Trevor Strayer
Hartsdale: Barbara J. High
Irvington: Dr. Sanat Dagli
Mount Vernon: The Honorable Dolores Battailia, Crystal Bowen, 
Rosemarie DeLuca Cornacchio, Bettie Doretha Johnson, Linda 
Morgan-Glover, Eulahlee Myers, William Thomas
New Rochelle: Jean Clarke, Ellen Hollander, Rev. David F. Jarvis

North Salem: John L White
Ossining: Thomasina Laidley-Brown, Northern Wilcher
Purchase: Judy Fink, Dr. Sudhir Vaidya
Rye: Dr. Sreenivas Murthy
Rye Brook: Francesco (Frank) Gullusci, Lauren Miscimarra, 
Barbara Stern 
Scarsdale: Greg Arcaro, Donald J. Fleishaker, Madelon K. O’Shea, 
Dr. Pravin Patel 
Somers: Ruth Green, C. Jerry Ploss
South Salem: Peter Parsons
Verplanck: Jim Dolan
White Plains: Lorraine Buonocunto
Yonkers: Maria Consuelo Garcia, Joyce May Henery, Olivia King
Yorktown Heights: Rosemary DeCapua

 Westchester Senior Citizens Hall of Fame, Class of 2021
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By Sherrie 
Dulworth

You are reading 
this week’s print 

edition excerpt of Examiner+, 
a digital newsmagazine serving 
Westchester, Putnam, and the 
surrounding Hudson Valley. Need 
to subscribe — or upgrade your 
Examiner+ subscription to enjoy 
full access to all of our premium 
digital content? Visit www.
examiner-plus.com

When Sidney and Stacey 
Gibson renewed their wedding 
vows for their twenty-fifth 
anniversary, they knew their 
remaining time together would 
be cut short. Three years 
earlier, when they were 60 
and 55 years old, respectively, 
Sid had been stricken with 
spina cerebella ataxia, a rare 
degenerative brain disease.

As his condition grew worse, 
Sid explored moving to a state 
that had legalized medical aid in 
dying or even going to another 

country, like Switzerland, but he 
didn’t want to move away from 
his friends and family.

Before he died in 2014, the 
68-year-old Sid asked Stacey 
to make another vow: this one 
to help pass medical aid in 
dying legislation in New York. 
She said, “He had been ill for 
eight long years. He made me 
promise that I would fight for 
this law in New York State so 
that others didn’t suffer the way 
he did.”

The year after her husband’s 
death, Gibson, a long-time 
Garrison resident, became an 
early champion in New York’s 
grassroots effort to legalize 
medical aid in dying. She said, “I 
was at the very first lobby day in 
2015. There was a small band of 
us who marched on Albany and 
started knocking on legislators’ 
doors. I have been at this since 
then.”

Gibson, a petite and vivacious 
retired human resources 

executive, testified in front of 
the legislature in 2018. She 
described how Sid’s condition 
grew slowly and steadily worse, 
ultimately affecting all of his 
bodily functions, and how in the 
end, he opted to stop eating and 
drinking to end his suffering, 
dying after twelve days.

 She told legislators, “He 
wanted the option of aid in dying 
so that he could die in peace 
surrounded by his loved ones.” 
She said that, sadly, it was 
neither peaceful nor beautiful. 
“The current state of the law 
forced this death upon him,” she 
testified.  

When Larry Kelly’s colon 
cancer recurred in 2016, 
doctors told him he had no 
more treatment options. Like 
Sid Gibson had done, Larry 
explored moving to another 
state. The 82-year-old widower 
asked his four children to 
investigate the possibility of 
his moving his residency from 
Michigan to Vermont, a state 
that legalized medical aid in 
dying in 2013.

Laura Kelly, a Mount-Kisco-
based editorial and website 
consultant ....

To read the rest of this article, 
and others like it, visit examiner-

plus.com and click subscribe.
We hope you’ve enjoyed this 

week’s excerpt from Examiner+. 
We love honest feedback. Tell us 
what you think: examinerplus@
theexaminernews.com

Dignity in Life, and in Death

PHOTO: DEATH WITH DIGNITY  TAKE ACTION

Status of Death with Dignity Legislation by State

Mid-Hudson advocates strive to legalize medical aid in dying

MEDICARE MADE SIMPLE !
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• Part D                           *NO FEE
Your trusted Healthcare and
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Angela Asadi, Licensed Agent

914-330-5252
Asadiangela@gmail.com
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‘A Christmas Carol’ Coming 
to Yorktown Stage 

A new production of “A Christmas 
Carol” will be presented by The Yorktown 
Stage for the upcoming holiday season

Directed by Yorktown resident Veronika 
Hindle, “A Christmas Carol – A Story 
of Hope” is based on Charles Dickens’ 
classic book and it features a spectacular 
set that will transport attendees to the 
Christmas of 1843 in London, complete 
with cobblestone streets and high timber 
beams.

“The story celebrates the importance of 
kindness, family, friends and community. 
The key message is to never give up 
hope,” Hindle said.

The original score by Martin Harich 
and Matej Smutny adds elements of 
contemporary music while staying true to 
the classical setting. The stage set by Dave 
Benson was made in the United Kingdom 
and shipped in two 40-foot containers.

The show has two acts with an 
intermission. Running time is about 1 hour 
45 minutes.

Show dates for Thanksgiving weekend 
are 2 and 7 p.m. on Nov. 26 and 27 and 2 
p.m. on Nov. 28. Christmas show dates are 
Dec. 26 at 2 and 6 p.m. and Dec. 30 and 31 
at 7:30 p.m. Tickets for the performances 
range from $30 and $35 and they can be 
bought at www.yorktownstage.org.

To enter the theater, all patrons 12 and 
up must show proof of vaccination and 
identification or the result of a negative 

COVID-19 test within 72 hours of the 
performance. Masks are always required 
regardless of vaccination status. Everyone 
is encouraged to practice social distancing 
while in the theater and lobby. 

A new adaptation of the Charles Dickens classic 
“A Christmas Carol” will be presented this 
holiday season at Yorktown Stage. 

Love Kids?

Consider a

Career in

Child Care!

Ensure children are safe and learning
while their parents work, and prepare
them for success in school and life. There's
no career more important or rewarding!

There are a variety of child care jobs
available in Westchester. Some have
experience/education requirements,
others do not. And, you may qualify for
free training through your employer or
the Child Care Council of Westchester.

To see open jobs or upload your
resume/profile, scan the QR code.

wwww.childcarewestchester.org

This year, the Lasdon Holidays on 
the Hill Annual Train Show is going to 
another level – literally. 

The re-imagined show in the 
Conservatory at Lasdon Park, 
Arboretum and Veterans Memorial 
in Somers, opens Saturday, Nov. 27. 
Dates, times and tickets are available 
by visiting LasdonPark.org.

The show has been expanded to 
more than 5,000 square feet of indoor 
and outdoor exhibit space. Starting 
with a stroll through whimsical 
holiday scenes leading to the 
Conservatory where G-scale trains 
will be chugging on nine multilevel 
tracks, over bridges, under tunnels 
and through colorful holiday plants. 

The happy elf, Santa, will be 
available to meet with children in 
his Holiday Cottage located opposite 
the conservatory at scheduled times 
during each session. Visits with 
Santa are available as space and time 
permits.

“Westchester County is filled with 
holiday traditions and the Lasdon 
Holidays on the Hill Train Show is one 
not to be missed,” said Westchester 
County Executive George Latimer. 

“Kids and adults will make lasting 
memories walking through the many 
holiday scenes and taking pictures 
with Santa.”

Tickets will be sold online only with 
scheduled viewing times. No tickets 
will be sold on-site. Tickets are 
available through Dec. 31. Admission 
is $20 for adults, $15 for seniors 62 
and over and $10 per child. Children 
two years old and under are admitted 
for free.

The Holidays on the Hill Annual 
Train Show will be open rain or shine.

The exhibit is presented by 
Westchester County Parks and the 
Friends of Lasdon Park and Arboretum 
with support from SavATree in 
Bedford Hills and Prospero Nursery 
and Masonry in White Plains.

Lasdon Park, Arboretum and 
Veterans Memorial is a Westchester 
County park on Route 35 in Somers. 
The GPS address is 2610 Amawalk 
Rd., Katonah, NY 10536.

For more information, visit the 
Friends of Lasdon Park and Arboretum 
website at https://lasdonpark.org or 
call 914-864-7268.

Holidays on the Hill Annual Train 
Show Coming to Lasdon Park

 

 
Genesis Jewelers is hosting our 

6th annual Diaper Drive  
to support the 

Westchester County  
Diaper Bank  

 
OUR GOAL IS 10,000 DIAPERS 

Let’s beat 2020’s drive of 23,000 diapers !! 

 
November 8 – December 11 

 
Genesis Jewelers – 32 Triangle Center, Yorktown Hts 

 
Anyone who brings a donation will be eligible to win a $50 Genesis Jewelers Gift Card! 

Winner will be announced on Saturday, December 11, 2021. 
You do not have to be present at the drawing to win. 

 
 

Throughout the COVID-19 Pandemic, multiple Westchester community-
based organizations have extreme needs for diapers. There is no state or 
federal child safety-net program that allocates dollars specifically for the 
purchase of diapers.  

 
 $20 or 50 diapers provides a week’s supply for one child 
$80 or 200 diapers provides a month’s supply for one child 

 
Your donation will make a difference! More than 10% of children under the age of  
four in Westchester live in or below poverty. The goal is to help get clean diapers to  
families that struggle to afford them in Westchester.  
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Westchester 2021 
Jingle 5K Bell Run 

Saturday, December 4, 2021

Westchester Community College

 For more information contact 
 Jamie Jordan (908) 347-6040 or jjordan@arthritis.org

www.jbr.org/westchester

By Martin Wilbur

Chris Burke has found a way to make a 
living in the music business and continue to 
find a way indulge in all the engineering and 
recording equipment he loves to use in his 
downstairs studio at his Chappaqua home.

For the past seven years, Burke has worked 
for the audio and song production company 
Tunedly, where he is one of three composers 
on staff for the outfit’s Bring My Song to Life 
program. He works with clients to develop a 
song for a special birthday or anniversary for 
a special someone that would fit their musical 
tastes and the sentiments they are trying to 
convey.

Since coming aboard with Tunedly in 2014, 
Burke has been made a project manager. He 
stays busy teaching private music lessons 
locally in guitar, piano and voice and is part of 
an Allman Brothers tribute band, Soulshine, 
that will play at the Tarrytown Music Hall 
next Wednesday evening. 

“I was looking for a way to make that stuff 
pay, basically, so I could justify buying more 
cool stuff to the rest of my family, having it 
make me some money,” Burke said.

A fascinating part of writing songs for 
clients is that advancements in technology 
allow Burke to compose a song, record his 
portion of it and send the partially completed 
recording to musicians around the world for 
them to fill in their part. Burke might play the 
piano and provide the vocals, then send the 
audio file to a cello player in Germany and a 
background singer in Canada.

Very often a client will furnish their own 

lyrics, and Burke will work with that. Other 
times, he’ll write the lyrics and the music. In 
either situation, he speaks with the person to 
get a feel for what their loved one is like and 
what they might enjoy.

Burke estimates that he completes four to 
six musical productions a week for clients. 
There is pressure to come up with a good 
finished product in a short amount of time. 
He typical works on that at night after his two 
young children go to sleep.

“So by doing it that much I have a better 

idea whether I’m going down a wrong path 
or just scrap it, like this song’s terrible and 
I would start again,” said Burke, a 1997 
Pleasantville High School graduate.

Most of the time the client is happy with 
the creation after one or two additional 
meetings, he said.

When Burke isn’t creating special songs 
for clients, the main part of his job as project 
manager is to take lyrics from writers to 
turn it into a song, or songwriters who have 
demos but don’t have access to a studio or 

live musicians.
“That’s the most common thing we do, is 

provide a finished product, a demo with actual 
musicians and actual studios but you don’t 
have to go to one, which obviously became 
a pretty big deal after the pandemic because 
you couldn’t go to studios,” he explained.

Burke has impressive training in the music 
and recording field. After high school, he 
studied tuba, piano and music theory at the 
University of Rochester’s Eastman School of 
Music. He then graduated from the Ontario 
Institute for Audio Recording Technology in 
2003 with a degree in recording technology.

But like any musician, there is nothing 
like performing in front of a live audience. 
In 2017, he was one member of a group of 
area musicians that formed Soulshine. They 
formed just before the May 2017 passing of 
Gregg Allman.

“We had a night were where had a tribute 
to Gregg and then it was no longer possible to 
see the actual Allman Brothers, and in no way, 
don’t get me wrong, does what we do replaces 
being able to see the actual Allman Brothers 
because you can’t,” Burke said. 

They started booking shows before the 
pandemic, then had to take time off when 
events were universally canceled. 

Burke said for a lot of people being able to 
recreate the sound of an iconic band triggers 
a memory, transporting the audience back to 
their youth.

“So we try and just play the stuff as close to 
the original as we can to give them the feel of 
seeing a real show,” he said.

Local Songwriter Creates Personalized Music for Special Occasions

 

Bethel Springvale Inn  
Westchester’s Best Value in Assisted Living 

To Thank You For 
Your Service 

Veteran’s Special Rate 
( Move-in  by  12/30/21) 

$3,500 rent per month;  
includes basic services  

 

Call Jonathan at  

914-739-4404 x 2204 

Bethel Springvale Inn Assisted Living offers: 
 

 24 hour on site nursing 

 Restaurant style meals 

 Personal Emergency Response System 

 Events, activities and more 

 Personalized care levels for your comfort & safety 
 

62 Springvale Road, Croton-on-Hudson, NY 10520 
914-739-4404 — Bethelwell.org   

Chris Burke at the piano. Among the Chappaqua resident’s many pursuits is writing original songs for 
someone’s anniversary or birthday.
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Goodbye Armonk: Gratitude, Reflection and Vision for a Prosperous Suburb 
By Andrew Dunn

Byram Hills Class of 2008 here. After a 
generation in the community, my family is 
moving on, which is bringing up a range of 
thoughts and feelings. 

In reflecting on how Armonk shaped 
me as a person, I’m struck by how much 
of a gift it was to grow up here: the 
natural beauty, sense of safety, abundant 
opportunities. And how no gift comes 
without its price.

For me, Armonk’s most potent gift was 
achievement culture. Like many families 
who flocked here in recent decades, we 
were drawn by the quality of the school 
district. My siblings and I dutifully jumped 
through all the academic hoops, orienting 
toward what seemed like a shared north 
star of good grades, to get into good 
schools, to get good jobs, to afford good 
things, to have a good life and create a 
better one for our posterity. 

But because that cycle had been spiraling 
upward for three or four generations, and 
then comes along little Andrew in one 
of the wealthiest and most academically 
competitive zip codes in the United States, 
the story I internalized was that I had to 
do something big in order to feel complete, 
free, loved, accepted. 

Which would look something like brute 
force way into the Ivy League, let loose 
to compensate for emotional and spiritual 
malnourishment, burnout and move to 

India for detox and balance. Then brute 
force way through Silicon Valley, get lost 
in the clouds of saving the world, go to my 
room to think about what I’ve done. In both 
cycles, I almost didn’t make it out alive. 

Acknowledging the multiplicity of 
backgrounds and ways that others 
experience this neck of the woods, I 
wonder why we don’t give more attention 
to the impacts of pressure of expectation 
and narrow definitions of success. 
Especially amidst an exploding global 
mental health crisis and an increasingly 
destabilized society. It makes me wonder 
if poor mental health and resilience are the 
biggest prices we pay to live here. And if 
so, how can we acknowledge and shift that 
in a good way?

I’m also curious about the impact of 
achievement culture in this historical 
moment when it has become clear that our 
Western consumerism lifestyles bear the 
responsibility for the planetary crisis. With 
an estimated one billion humans to be 
displaced by 2050, will we environmentally, 
socially or spiritually be able to pursue 
a high-earning career that will afford a 
McMansion(s) life, with multiple new 
of everything every time it breaks or 
the styles change, to then herd our kids 
into elite educational and professional 
paths that only exacerbate the situation? 
Whew. The complexities of navigating life 
during the sixth mass extinction are heavy. 
Compassion all around.

Educator Zak Stein in “Education in 
a Time Between Worlds” points out that 
when social systems are in periods of rapid 
transformation, the role of schools becomes 
contradictory. They teach knowledge that 
is no longer relevant, socialize individuals 
into roles that no longer exist and provide 
the mindsets needed to continue ways 
of life that are rapidly disappearing. Zak 
argues that students deserve an education 
relevant to the world they inherit, and that 
the future depends on the articulation of a 
new vision of humanity. What might that 
look like?

In 2018 I received a tear-jerking vision 
for Armonk’s future during a meditation 
session. I saw the possibility of flourishing 
individuals, families and community.

Children coming alive, discovering their 
gifts, bringing their fullest expression 
forward, cultivating healthy lifestyles. 

Beautiful threads of love and healing, 
weaving the fabric of our social 
relationships into a beautiful tapestry. 

Joyful, educational and supportive 
interactions between neighbors, 
generations and unlikely friends. 

Excess resources flowing naturally to 
the areas of greatest need. 

A shared motivation to leave Armonk 
better than we found it. 

The potential of Armonk as a role model 
for upper class achievement communities. 

Utopian fantasy, or within reach and 
worth orienting toward? What is the role 

for a resourced community like Armonk in 
the invited transition from here to there? 
I’m encouraged by initiatives like the 
Byram Hills Challenge Success program 
to center student well-being, and the 
Buy Nothing community on Facebook to 
promote sharing economy principles. 

I believe our religious institutions 
have a significant role here, with time-
tested wisdom that holds clues to the 
big questions, including how to build 
resilience.

And I believe in every person. Any 
citizen can step into leadership now. We can 
choose what happens next. We vote every 
day for the town we want with our words, 
dollars, choices and ideas. What would 
a renaissance of civic engagement look 
like? What do you perceive is imbalanced 
in Armonk? What are you positioned to 
change? What is your unique perspective 
that gives birth to your unique gift?

At the end of the day, there’s no perfect 
town. There are no easy answers here. 
Armonk is a mixed blessing for many. 
Perhaps this is our unique paradox to 
wrestle with: How to create the best life 
for ourselves and the next generation, 
without crushing each other’s souls, 
atrophying resilience and harming people 
or planet. 

Maybe it’s one we’ve been wrestling 
with since time immemorial. 

This Saturday, Nov. 20 is Family 
Volunteer Day, a global day of service that 
empowers families to work together in 
support of their communities. 

Now more than ever, as we experience 
a global pandemic and have a renewed 
focus on social justice and environmental 
challenges, there are plenty of 
opportunities to get involved and advance 
causes your family cares about.

Here are a few of the extraordinary 
things that happen when families choose to 
volunteer together:

1. Children learn your family’s values. 
It’s always important to talk to children 
about what values your family holds. But 
one of the best ways to reinforce these 
conversations is to demonstrate your 
values in action. Volunteering shows your 
kids that you’re dedicated, as a family, to 
promoting, supporting or furthering a 
certain issue -- and that you’re willing to 
walk the walk, not just talk the talk.

2. You spend quality time together. 
Volunteering is a way to bring together 
family members of all ages – parents, 
children, grandparents, aunts, uncles, 
cousins and more – around a common 
mission.

3. It builds empathy. Learning emotional 
intelligence is a crucial part of child 
development, and civic engagement 
can accelerate this process. When 
volunteering, you’ll interact with those who 
share commonalities, like passion about an 
issue, and those who may be different from 
you, like people from communities outside 

your own. Understanding where people 
are coming from and hearing about their 
lived experiences helps children flex their 
empathy muscles now and later in life.

4. You become lifelong learners. If kids 
always associate learning with school, they 
may see their educational journey come 
to an end when they graduate. Instead, 
show them that the world is full of learning 
opportunities. Through volunteering, 

they’ll interact with new people from 
various walks of life, adopt new skills 
needed for the task at hand and discover 
how they can make an impact through their 
time, talent and efforts.

5. You develop important skills. 
Everyone can gain valuable skills through 
volunteering. There are the hard skills 
often needed for volunteer roles, like 
carpentry, computer programming, 

translation and other services, and the soft 
skills that come with volunteer positions, 
like social and communication skills.

Getting Inspired
From volunteering directly with an 

organization to fundraising to learning 
about meaningful causes, doing good comes 
in many forms. Get inspired by considering 
“Points of Light’s Civic Circle.” The Civic 
Circle is a framework developed by Points 
of Light, a nonpartisan global nonprofit, 
and it represents your power to lead, lend 
support and take action for causes you care 
about and to lead a civic life. The activities 
outlined by the Civic Circle are listening 
and learning; using one’s voice; social 
entrepreneurship; volunteering; public, 
national or military service; using one’s 
purchasing power to express their values; 
and working, voting and donating.

For specific ideas for celebrating Family 
Volunteer Day, search the Points of Light 
Engage platform, the world’s largest 
digital hub for volunteering and community 
engagement opportunities, at engage.
pointsoflight.org or visit the Points of Light 
website for DIY volunteer projects.

The need for civic engagement is greater 
than ever before. And though volunteering 
may look different right now, there are 
many ways to be civically engaged. Take 
time out with your family this season to 
help others and make a positive mark on 
the world.

This article was reprinted by permission 
of statepoint.net.

How and Why to Volunteer as a Family

RAWPIXEL/ISTOCK VIA GETTY IMAGES PLUS PHOTO
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Pairing wine 
and food is a 
favorite activity 
for me. Finding a 
complementary 
match creates a 
culinary experience 
that is invariably 
greater than the sum 
of its parts. 

A food dish on 
its own may be an 

exhilarating experience, tantalizing our taste 
buds with a unique combination of flavors 
– and aromas. It may start with a simple 
summer salad of vegetables purchased 
on the spur of the moment from the local 
farmers market – spicy baby Asian greens, 
baby yellow and red beets, dressed with 
freshly-made orange citrus 
vinaigrette and topped with 
morsels of organic goat 
cheese. 

As delicious and 
refreshing as it is on 
its own, this salad is 
beautifully enhanced with 
a glass of Grüner Veltliner, 
the crisp white Austrian 
wine with full acidity and a touch of pepper 
and minerality. 

When consumed at the same meal, 
the crispness of the lettuce and dressing 
become more pronounced with a sip of 
the Grüner. The wine’s individual flavors 
explode in one’s mouth. The peppery taste 

of the salad is much more discernable when 
complemented by the peppery taste of the 
wine. It is as if a new dish has been created, 
one that is at once bold and ethereal, simple 
and exotic.

With practice, this form of pairing is not 
difficult to achieve. And, if one is preparing 
a meal for someone with similar tastes 
and dietary preferences (or restrictions), a 
mutual sensory pleasure is readily achieved.

But, clearly, we don’t all have compatible 
dietary preferences or 
restrictions. Twenty years 
ago, carnivores dominated 
the culinary planet. 
Hefty steaks and juicy 
burgers were de rigueur. 
Today, there is a growing 
proliferation of omnivores, 
herbivores and locavores. 

Each may have a specific 
diet to match with wine: high protein, low 
calorie and low fat are just a few, not to 
mention those ubiquitous fad diets. At the 
other end of the spectrum are the allergy 
diets: gluten-, lactose- and nut-free. And 
don’t forget the “earth-friendly” diets 
growing in popularity in restaurants and food 

markets: organic, vegetarian and vegan.
Challenges arise when attempting to 

pair wines with the proliferation of diets 
that abound. Compounding this is the 
difficulty we now encounter when planning 
a dinner gathering. Vegans and Atkins-diet 
proponents tend not to dine well together at 
a communal table.

As difficult as it may be to satisfy these 
conflicting culinary preferences and 
restrictions, it is less difficult to pair these 
meals with wine. A number of wines can 
coexist with varied menus. These wines 
tend to be well-balanced. Their fruit and 
acidity live in harmony and are compatible 
with – and an enhancement to – a broad 
range of ingredients. A Burgundian-style 
Pinot Noir tends to be medium-bodied and 
balanced, with a mild fruit and spice 
profile. These characteristics make 
it as ideal for mild meat courses as 
for robust vegetable dishes. 

The rule of thumb I generally 
follow is to match the wine with 
the dominant flavor of the dish. 

A balanced Pinot Noir 
will be the perfect foil to a 
peppercorn-encrusted grilled 
salmon with roasted Brussels sprouts – or 
a pungent classic ratatouille.

An Italian Barolo will pair as well with a 
roasted organic mushroom fricassee as with 
a char-grilled porterhouse steak served with 
caramelized onions.   

The carnivore and the vegan can graze 
in harmony at the dinner table with these 

congenial pairings.
Other wines that I find will ameliorate 

potential food and wine conflicts include: 
1. Beaujolais, which is subtle yet 

distinctive, well-balanced but with 
universal appeal across many foods, 
the unheralded ambassador of culinary 
détente; 

2. Wines derived from the Sangiovese 
grape, which tend to be a bit more acidic 
than other red wines, creating balance 
between tomato-based dishes as well as 
wild game roasts; and

3. Sauvignon Blanc, which can just as 
easily tame fiery Asian vegetarian dishes 

as it can punch up the subtlety of 
seared scallops.

Wine is the great mediator 
of all food diets. Take advantage 
of this unique characteristic 
for your next gastronomically 
diverse meal.

Nick Antonaccio is a 45-
year Pleasantville resident. 
For over 25 years, he has 

conducted wine tastings and 
lectures. Nick is a member and 

program director of the Wine 
Media Guild of wine journalists. 

He also offers personalized wine tastings and 
wine travel services. Nick’s credo: continuous 
experimenting results in instinctive behavior. 
You can reach him at nantonaccio@
theexaminernews.com or on Twitter @
sharingwine.

‘A number of 
wines can coexist 
with varied 
menus.’

By Nick Antonaccio

Pairing Wine and Food: It’s Easier Than You May Think

You Heard It 
Through the 

Grapevine

With the arrival of November, us 
northeasterners instantly think of the 
upcoming holidays and snow. 

While snow is beautiful, it can 
also cause many problems. For one, 
the physical activity of shoveling 
snow can cause numerous injuries or 
conditions to our musculoskeletal and/
or cardiovascular systems. 

Some of these injuries or incidents 
range from the minor to the very 
serious, with the most serious being 
a cardiovascular event that can lead to 
hospitalization or even death. Research 
has shown that about 11,500 injuries 
occur annually in the U.S. due to the 
strenuous nature of snow shoveling. 
Out of these, about 55 percent are 
soft-tissue injuries, 
16 percent are 
lacerations, 7 percent 
are fractures and 
another 7 percent 
are heart-related 
incidents. 

The more common soft-tissue/
orthopedic snow shoveling injuries we 
see in the physical therapy clinic occur 
in the back or shoulders. Unless there 
was a fall, then we will see various other 
injuries, such as fractures or ligament 
tears. 

Here are some helpful tips to prevent 
musculoskeletal or cardiovascular 
injuries from happening to you or a 
loved one this winter.

Start by implementing proper warm 
up and cool-down periods. Warming 
up with a five- to 10-minute routine of 
some light activity prior to shoveling 
will help prepare your muscles and 
body. This can include stretches and 
exercises such as arm circles, jumping 
jacks, air squats or light or modified 
jogging in place. Additionally, a proper 
cool-down ensures a steady decrease 
in heart rate and blood pressure, which 
alleviates stress on some of your body’s 
internal systems.

Also, before you begin to shovel, 
it’s good to put on layers of clothing to 

prevent hypothermia 
(which happens more 
frequently than you 
think). Wear slip-
resistant shoes (to 
prevent slipping on 

ice) and get yourself a well-designed 
shovel. Good shovels are normally 
lightweight and have a curved handle to 
stop you from bending too far forward. 
They will also reduce the amount you 
need to lift. 

This leads us to talk about form. 
If you have ever been to physical 

therapy, you know form 
is everything. Precise 
form helps prevent 
injuries and ensures 
that the correct muscles 
and joints are working 
properly and efficiently. 
There is a tendency for 
people to lift too much 
snow at once while 
using their backs. The 
best position is to keep 
your back flat, have 
your knees slightly bent 
while pushing your hips 
back slightly, as though 
you are in a squat position, and engage 
your ab muscles by drawing your belly 
button toward your spine. 

It’s also advisable to shovel more 
frequently to avoid heavy lifts of snow 
at one time. That would enable you to 
push the snow rather than lift it. When 
you need to lift the snow, make sure 
you bend your knees and don’t throw 
the snow over your shoulder. Throwing 
snow and twisting the shovel can 
also cause significant lower back and 
shoulder injuries or pain.

Another tip is to take frequent 
breaks. The phrase slow and steady 
wins the race applies to snow shoveling. 
Take a break after 15 to 20 minutes 

and be sure to stand 
up and walk around to 
improve circulation. It 
would be best to also 
hydrate during these 
breaks. Snow shoveling 
is an exhausting task, 
hydrating helps keep 
you and your muscles 
working at their best. 

Last, but certainly not 
least, if you feel pain, 
discomfort or difficulty 
breathing you need to 
take a break or stop for 

the day. It’s your body 
telling you it’s enough! 

Snow shoveling can be a dangerous 
undertaking. These simple tips will 
help prevent some of these common 
injuries and incidents from occurring 
and to keep you healthy throughout the 
snow season. 

Rachel Amarosa is a certified athletic 
trainer for ProClinix Sports Physical 
Therapy & Chiropractic. She is the 
marketing and patient relations director 
for their three locations in Armonk, 
Pleasantville and Ardsley. For questions 
about her article or about ProClinix, she 
can be reached out 914-202-0700 or at 
ramarosa@proclinix.com.

Get Yourself Ready for a Winter Without Pain From Snow Shoveling

By Rachel Amarosa
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